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Abstract 
Between 1615 and 1860_, the writers of the North 
American Review, serious scholars from the Harva;:rd-~ . 
. {' ,• 
I 
Unita·rian community, took a keen interest in tl1e develop--
ment of American culture, and they apprai.sed all of the 
major American authors of the period--except Melville--
and a number of foreign Romantics. The literary c~iticism 
in theqReview reflected the critics' nationalistic self-
consciousness, as well as tl1eir religiosity and belief .... 
in progress. Commitment to tl:)es·e~deas produced in the 
critics a mood of optimistic expectation, a spirit 
ge·nerally referred to as a "romantic" impulse and, hence, 
seemingly co~genial to Romantic literature~ The key to 
literary Romanticism, however, is dynamic organicism, a 
principle that, especially in its negative aspects, 
~requently gave rise to literary works that were at odds 
with the world~view of the critics for the North American. 
6onfusion about the definition of Romanticism and differ-
ences in evaluation procedures have led modern scholars--
namely, George E. DeMille, Harry H. Clark, and Robert E. 
Streeter--to differ considerably in their estimates of 
the overall attitudes tow~rd Romanticism expressed in the 
Review from 1815 to 1860. 
" 
During Alexand.er H. Everett's editorship (1830-1835)' 
the North AmericaD generally carried favorable notices of 
:····t-
the Romantics. Everett himself wrote a laudatory review 
., 
·" 
2 
> II 
~,t- --- ..... --- -- - -·- ·---- -- -
of Carlyle's Sartor Resartus in 1635. During John G. 
Palfrey's editorship (1836-1842), the writers of 1the North 
American, critics like Palfrey, Cornelius c. Felton, and 
George S. Hillard, api:,1:~oved of Ha,rJthorne, but i~1ere ~ut_ of 
sympathy with Carlyle and t.he emerg;ing American Transcen-
dentalists.· During Francis Bowen's editorship (1843-1852), 
the literary critics, especially Bowen and Felton, ·tt,1ho 
wrote most of the critieism, grew even more hostile to the 
American Transcendentalists and the foreign Romantics. 
•.i 1 .. 
. 
\t~ . Edwi11 Po '"lhipple, however, an able critic, did respond 
sensi~tively to r:,rordsworth and Byron. Between 1853, when 
Andrew P. Peabody became editor, and 1860, a new generation 
/ 
_,, 
of critics began writing for the North American, and these 
reviewers--namely, Ed\i"ard E o Hale, Charles C., Everet·t, and 
Frederick H. Hedge--tended to be much more sympathetic to 
foreign and American Romantics. They wrote favorable 
reviews of Whitman, Browning, and Goethe, among others. 
Nearly all of the -critics for the North American from 
1635 to 1860 i11ere professional men--ministers, professors, 
and lawyers--who conc·eived of themselves as a cultural 
elite. They could accept the more affirmative Romantics--
Wordsworth, for instance--but their optimistic Christianity, 
belief in progress, and cultural pride made them unfriendly 
to Romantic iiorks tl1at, it1 ·their estimation, were irrever--
.. ent, anti-social, and misanthropic in outlook. In the 
1850's this attitude toward Romanticism gradually gave way 
to one of greater tolerance and understanding. 
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Dealing as .it does with human reactions to litera~ 
, 
lure, the history of literary criticism can be almost as 
fascinating in its psychological aspect as the literature 
. 
whose past it investigates. Moreover, studies of 
contemporary criticism have the additional value of 
~ providing new and unconventional insights into the 
literature by illuminating the cultural milieu which gave 
rise to ito To be of ma,cimurn utilit-Y~ however. such an 
.; , 
analysis of critic-ism must attempt not only to ascertain 
what the critics had to say, but. in some measure to 
explain just why they responded as they did. To interpret 
the critical reaction to Romanticism in the North American 
Revie,;, during the years 1g35 to 1860, therefore, I have 
found it necessary to characterize the magazine against 
the national cultural background and to consider the 
origin of the magazine as well as the rationale on which 
its editorial policies were based. This, of course, 
necessitated going back to the year 1815, the founding 
date of the Review. 
In the interest of comprehensiveness, it also seemed 
expedient, wh~n dealing with individual critics, to take 
into account any available biographical data that would 
help to clarify the critic's world-view, his credentials 
and reputation, and his critical standards and method; in 
'• 
short, I used any information that shed some light on the 
' 
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criticism. With the same intentt I have also sought out 
essays and reviews which the major critics and editors 
published in journals other than the North American Revi8"". 
lo other quarter century in American literary history 
has been so richly productive as the years· 1835 to 1860. 
Begii,.~tng just a fe1t1. months after the first America·n publi-
cation of Carlyle's brilliant and influential masterpiece, 
Sartor Resartus ( 1834), and ending with the publication or 
Hawthorne's Marble Faun {lg6o), this ti\Tenty-fivec:>year 
period spans tl1e en1ergence and full flowering of Emerson·, 
Hawthorne, r~1elville, Thoreau, and ,-.Jhitman. I am concerned, 
on the one hand, with the critical reception in the North 
American Review of the American and foreign Romantics, and, 
on the other hand, with the editors and critics who did the 
reviewing. So far as I know, I have accounted for every 
critical article on Carlyle and the major American Romantics 
mentioned above that appeared in the North American from 1835 
to 1860--Melville was not reviewed. In my coverage of the 
criticism of other American, English, German and French 
Romantics I have attempted to include the most representative 
reviews, rather than to be completeo I have emphasized the 
individual critics and editors according to the quantity 
of criticism of Romantic literature contributed, the " 
l.mportance of the Romantic works reviewed, and the quality 
of the criticism. 
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Thia study is based for the most part on primary 
-~~: \ 
1 ·~ ~ 
•ources, but I have tried to ackno\1ledge contemporary 
acho1arship which has dealt at any length with the 
,. 
criticism of Romantic literature in the North American 
-
Review~uring the period 1835-1860. 
,. 
The Bostonians who founded the North American Review 
in· 1815 lookjd upon their venture not as a business 
/( 
enterprise but as a worthwhile contribution to the national 
., 
.• 
culture. Assisting ,,1111iam Tudor, the first editor, were 
such men as i~Jillard Phillips, Alexander HiJ.1 Everett, 
Richard Henry Dana, Walter Channing and John Gorham Palfrey, 
6 
... 
./ 
each of whom was aware that the Uni~ed States had no 
journal comparable to the Edinburgh Review--then in its 
thirteenth year--and c~pable of refuting the vituperative 
anti-American diatribes of the magisterial Scottish journal 
that at once served as model and antagonist for the North 
' 
American Review. Tudor had just returned from a trip to 
the Continent in 1815, and son1e of t l1e o·the1<;) founders--
A. Ho Everett, for instance--had the sort of intimate 
, , ------
ram ilia r i t'y with"-,.European culture that dramatically 
revealed America's cultural isolation and the· sorry state 
of American art, especially literaturee1 Thus, the desire 
for a national culture that would justify·· their considerable 
patriotic pride motivated the lfort.b American reviewe~~ at 
• I 
I 
the outset. .. . .;, ' ·~ ·-·: ---.. ;-~; (: 
-~~ .._ 
,. 
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1 As a re·ault of their p~eoccupation with the state or 
American culture, the first writers of the tlorth American 
conducted what amounted to a forum on the development or 
American art. Literature was their primary·· concern. In 
the pages 0£ the Review, these writers disc~ssed ~he 
question of a national literature in America. ·~Did we ·ha-.e 
one? If not, would we ever have one? If so, what sort of 
literature ilj1as it to be, and in ,~hich subjects and t.hemes 
did the potential greatness of American literature reside? 
All of these que-stions received extensive spec~lative 
consideration in the North American and gave rise to an 
extraordinary self-consciousness in literary matters. lot 
all the critics agreed that America t*ls destined for 
literary greatness of any sort, but their concern with the 
question· reveals both the extent to which these men iden-
tified with their country and their selfless interest in 
its cultural development. 
The debate over a national literature had pretty well 
subsided by 1635, but the writers of the North American 
Review were, still inspired by the same patriotic altruism 
that distinguished the magazine from the beginning. A.H. 
Everettp then editor, had once declared, "l doubt whether 
the president of tl1e United States has a higher trust to 
7 
. ) 
.. 
. ·····-··. 
be accountable for than the editor of the 'North American•.n2 
.... 
..•. · . 
. 
.. s. 
Thie solicitous graYity was not without consequence. In 
- • ,J. .. --~· 1 ' 
influence· at home ·and abroad no other American magazine 
- - - " 
... .-. . 
. . . .... . . 
quite matched the North American Revie"vr in 1835 o In the 
first place, it had outlived a raft of similar reviews--the 
American Monthly Review ( 1832c=l833), and the United States 
·· Revie,H, ( 1~4-1826); for instance .3 ·1'tie twenty-year-oid 
'i 
·· -- · · -j·ournal v1as so·on to.be affectionately referred to as the 
"Old i~orth'' by 1~lilliam Hickling Prescott, who cal led it 
"the·best periodical we have ever had."4 Indeed, twent-y 
years constituted remarkable longevity for such a magazine, 
since the publishing of s·erious literary revie"',s, alivays 
economically precarious, was especially so in the early and 
mid-nineteenth century. By 1860 another impressive group 
or periodicals had come and gone. Probably the most 
important of these were the New York Review (1837-1842), 
the.Dial (1840-1844), Arcturus (1840-1842), the Whig 
Review (1845-1852), the Democratic Review (1837-1859), and 
Lite1~ary World { 1847-1853) o Of itl1e 1nagazines that coexisted 
with the North America11 througl1out t,l1e period 51 the I{nicker-
bocker Review (1833~1865) and the Southern Literary 
Mes,senger are mos"c. _outstanding o HarEers 11 rnaga zine d.id not 
begin publication until 1850r and the Atlantic Monthly did 
. not appear until 1857. 
~~ ~ 
The North American did more than grow old in the years 
between 1815 and. 1835. Jared Sp~rk~' circulation list in 
-- - ---·- - ---·- - ·····--- --··r--··--·---------~---------------- ------- --
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' the 1g2o•s indicates that New York, Albany, Philadalphia 1 
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Baltimore, and other American cities took substantial 
numbers of the Reviethr, 5 which had by then become the 
standard for aspiring American literary magazines·to match. 
Likewise, as early as 1820 it had earned tne respect of 
·, 
many English readers; the Edi'nburgp Revie\!11 that year called -. 
it America's "most pl°omising produCtion.n6 The Bourbons in 
1823 considered the North American to be powerfully sub-
Yersive enough to warrant banning it in France.7 
By 1g35 the business of the North American Review was 
exclusively criticismo There had been some belles lettres. 
'~ 
in the early days, but virtually every article now at least 
purported to be·a review of one or more books. Not always 
could the articles--averaging twenty-five pages--be strictly 
considered critical. The reviewer sometimes did little 
more than quote at length from the -v1ork: under discussion, 
or, quite frequently he merely used the book as a point of 
departure for. a lengthy disquisition of his own on a related 
subject. But, for all that, the North American Review did 
serve to evaluate the works that in the editor's estimation 
, r· 
we~ most significant. The range of subjects covered 
included !iterature and language, history, biography, 
science, politics, and religion, with literature-accounting 
for perhaps one fourth of an average issue. 
r 
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the writers-·ror the North American came mostly from 
· -the Boston-·Har'Vard community • This group included clergy~ 
men, lawyers, and professors--learned men all. The 
·writing of many of the best scholars in the nation--men 
like Edi,,1ard Everett, George B·ancroft, V!illiam Hickling 
\ 
... '"{. 
----
·- -- -·- -· ---~-------- - .. - . . . . 
'. ·.- · .. 
. -
·-··-, 
Prescott,_ ~~nry Wadswqrth Lon·gtellow, and James Russell .. 
Lowell, who are well known even today--appeared in the 
magazine during the period from 1835 to 1860.a Also · · · - . "'---···· - - ~ ... ... - ... '."" ":"" -- --- - . - - .. 
enhancing the status of the Reviev1 ,vere some lesser-known 
but perhaps equally talented foreign scholars who came to 
the United States in the early nineteenth c~ntury. This 
group included the Harvard professor, Charles Beck, a 
~~ 
German, and the Italian scholar and lecturer, Antonio 
Gallenga. Therese A. L. von Jakob (Mrs. Edward Robinson) 
eontributed six articles on such subjects- as Teutonic, 
... 
Slavic, and Spanish poetry. Two other l"tomen contributors 
~n litera·ry subjects were the Countess de Bury, a French 
• 
noblewoman, who wrote six articles and a number of critical 
notices, and Madame de la Barca Calderon, who did some 
reviewing of Italian literature in the 18JO's. With 
writers and subjects like these the North American could 
scarcely be branded parochial in outlook. And, of course, 
a great many of the reviews were WI'itten by the edi t~ors 
during the period--namely, A. Ho Everett, J. Go Palfrey, 
Francis Bowen, and Andrew Preston Peabody--all of whom, 
except EYerett, were Harvard y,rof essors • 
J .. 
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The nation that the North American Review was 
I 
.. 
·keeping informed in 1835 had just a few more than fifteen 
ail lion people, 9 most of whom lived on £arms where t hey 
·.,. toiled an average of twelve liours a day, six days a week •. 
( 
~,, ... ~ 
L_etsure was then far from becoming_ a middle-class lu~y. 
Factory work:ers usually put in a sixty to eighty-hour week 
tor which they netted from three to ten dollars. 10 The 
masses, then, had neither the ease nor the means to be 
patrons of the fine arts. Thus, pa.inting and sculpture 
did .not flourish in the period, although a few painters, 
1 
Samuel F. B. Morse and George Caleb Bingham, for instance, 
earned a national reputation. 11 Even more popular than S 
the meticulously detailed paintings of Morse and Bingham 
were the Currier and Ives prints, usually depicting the 
sentimental charm of rural America. The neo~classicists, 
Hiram Powers and Horatio Greenough, dominated American 
.,._. ... (· 
sculpture. As for music, Stephen Foster's songs, beginning 
c~ 
' 
-with Oh! Susanna in 1848~ were undoubvedly the most 
popular.· The titles of his more than two hundred tunes 
tell a lot about the popular culture of the day. Symphonic 
~" music and opera, while comparatively rare, were available 
/ in the larger cities, ·especially Boston, where Mozart and 
Beethoven were well received. 
.,. 
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The North Ameri·can revi~wer11 __ ~nststently encouraged _________________ ~--' ________ _ 
l •. 
t~he development of fine arts in America.o They reporte·d 
with obvious relish any praiseworthy achievements of 
American artists, and they waxed optimistic over a·rtists 
ancffi academies that shoti"ed promise of eventually producing 
worthy art or artists. Music lagged somewhat behind the 
,_ other arts. The marked scarcity of composers and virtuosi 
in 1836 prompted Samuel Atkins Eliot to say of the three-
•) ,_ 
year-old Bosto~ Academy of Music: "It is time for such an 
institution, for the prevalent ignorance has been, and 
indeed still continues lamentable."12 Tracing the history 
ot music since primitive time--in typical North American 
Review fashion~-Eliot notes that all cultures have 
developed some form of music, the quality of which serYes 
as an index of the culture. He concludes, naturally, that 
the United States ,iil 1 in good time . turn out a plethora . 
of able composers and musicians. Painting and sculpture 
were given the same optimistic encouragement. In an 1856 
survey of America's achieveme~~(in art, Eliot singles out 
tor special praise the sculptors Greenough and Powers, and 
the painters Gilbert Stuart and Gilbert S. Newton. 13 
Pleased with America's record, Eliot proclaims that, 
barring civil war or other catastrophe, "a career of 
brilliancy in almost every department of h1unan life is 
possible £or usn (p. 84).14 
I 
\ ), 
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The North American ReYiew was most concerned with 
-------literature, however; and publis-hing records indicate that-- -----~.--
.. 
.,.~, • q. I 
of all the fine arts literature also won the greatest 
share of public patronageo Books had the advantages of 
' 
inexpensiveness and availability--after 1842 paper-bound 
TOlumes sold for as little as twenty-five cents; l5 hence, 
they came to. be th·e major source of private diversion in 
that age wh~n movies, radio, and television were, of courae, 
unknown, and when travel to the occasional community 
entertainments was frequently inconvenient and dangerous 
for the many rural-dwelling eitizenso Thus, Americans 
read innumerable volumes of po~try and fictio11 as \iell as 
such popular magazines as Godey's Ladyvs Boole, whose _ 
monthly circulation--always ahead of the North American 
Review--reached a phenomenal 150,000 in 1860016 Of course, 
much of the popular literature turned out to be every bit 
as ephemeral as the bulk of the writing in Godey's. The 
novels of Hawthorne and Melville, although they sold well, 
did not achieve the popularity of such now~forgotten works 
as Susan vlarner's The 1}lide, vlide World and Mary Jane 
r!" 
Holmes' The English Orphan. 
'~ 
The literary critics or the Horth American had the 
aame nationalistic self-consciousness that Eliot so often 
revealed. Foreign poetry and fiction, when revielRld in 
··~. 
.... 
. :. ,.,,,, 
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the Worth· American, were almost ineyitab·ly compared to 
--- their .American counterparts, while the revie~,s of American·-----.-
- ·-···-·-·· -. ..... ·--------- .. 
·- ...... 
works included a consideration of their significance as 
national literature. The critic.a, however, did not allow 
, 
their patriotism to influence -their literary evaluations·. 
. These men ,-,ere -v1ell a\berare of the folly of unmerited praise 
bestowed on native writers. If anything, they were more 
demanding of American authors. With the exception of 
Melville, who is unmentioned in the North AmeI'•ican Review 
during the period, the North American at one time or 
another reviewed the productions or all the contemporary 
American authors whose reputations have lasted to the 
present day. All of Hawthorne's novels· were noted and 
generally approved. Irving, Cooper, and Bryant got rather 
extensive covera·ge and mixed reactions, while Emerson, 
1Thoreau, and Whitman later receiyed less attention and 
scanter praise,. on the whole. llothing favorable was said 
of Poe. Occasionally, reviewers in the North American 
overpraised books· that did not live much beyond their own 
age. In this category were the novels of Maria Edgeworth 
and Susan ,rlarner; those popular novelists f:com t1hom the 
more lavish encomiums· were vnthheld included Robert 
'v 
Montgomery Bir~, and Go Po Ro James. Some of the now-
forgotten female poets fared well in the North American too.-
.;, 
•. 
• 
, ",,: 
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This pref~renca tor female authora generally can be 
" 
15 
--- - ---- --
- - -- ----11 -
11 
- attri.buted t(l the moral niceness or the ladies' literary 
sensibility. 
Th·e nationalist·ic sensitiYity thlft the writers for 
the North American reveal in their comment on the fine 4tllM .- .. = . -
arts comes through even stronger in their reviewa of foreign 
- .• ..i 
accounts--mostly English--of American culture. The m~n who 
wrote the North American had not reached the level of 
sophistication at t11hich they could produce or tolerate an 
indictment of their nation of the sort represented by the 
modern pasquinade, The ~gly Americano Instead they squirmed 
with embarrassed discornfor~c eacl1 time a foreign traveller 
published a disparaging account of America, and they neYer 
failed to rise to the defense of their defamed country. 
Some of the foreign travellers exaggerated the rugged rawness 
or the nineteenth-century America, 1:1hich they mista.lcenly 
t~k for cultural insensitivity; others were simply 
snobbishly unkind in their evaluation of the ex-English 
colony; while still others were simply 1:~eporting as 
.,.,,_j'>r 
,-
accurately as possible the comparative and understandable 
lack of refinement in the manners and living conditions of 
Americans. In most cases the North American responded 
--· 
- -
· with. sweet reasonableness, but occasionally ·the accumulated 
.-insults bcacame unbearable· and prompted a jocularly malicious 
outburst, such as Bowen and Felton's "The Morals, Manners, 
'• 
and Poetry or England" in which even Shakespeare is reduced 
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to I lite~ary poaeher. 17 Such inordinate ph111ppic8 and 
.. 
the inability of the critics t.o ignore any denigrating 
comment offer clear evidence of the quality of American 
nationalism in that age and the role that the North American 
revi0l1ers felt obligated to play as defenders.~~s well as 
critical guiders--of Am~rican culture. 
Besides optimistically championing the growth or 
American art and defending the nation from foreign 
/detractors, the North American Review also contributed to 
,J 
the development or a more cosmopolitan outlook at home by 
introducing American readers to foreign culture. A typical 
issue of the Review between 1815 and 1835 contained at 
least one article on the literature of a European nation. 
' 
Italy, France, Sweden, and Spain all figured in the Review 
during those years, but perhaps· the most significant and 
influential group of articles on foreign literature were 
those that dealt with the eighteenth and early nineteenth-
century German Romanticso The North American commented, 
generally with approbation, on the writing of Goethe, 
Schiller, Richter, the Sc·hlegels, and Heine--among others. 
Along with the Christian Examiner, a kindred Boston-
tJnitarian journal, the North Jlmerican was the leading 
exponent and disseminator of German culture in the nation.18 
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This respect for German art and learning among the writers 
---------~--
------·.·at the North American Review is easily understood. A number 
of the contributors had studied in Germany and were impressed 
by the obvious academic superiority of Garman- uni varsities. 
The six scholars whose Germ·an educations· are described by 
-- --- ·----- - - - _______ .:,, ___ _ --·------ - -··-- --------:-"------ -
' ' 
1""' 
-Orie Long· in Literary Pioneers -wrote at one time or another 
. ' 
,• tor the North American. Three of them, Edward Everett, 
George Bancroft, and Henry Longfellow, were major 
-eontri butors. 
On the whole the writers or the lorth American during 
the period had an awesome respect for German literature, 
but their esteem was tempered by pietistic reservations 
about ,,hat seemed to them··to be immoralities in the writing-~ 
or Goethe, especially. It was more than the. literary 
aberrations of the Germans, however, that disturbed these 
Bostonians \!',hen they studied at German universit,ies. These 
expatriate scholars were characteriz~d .by a refined gentility 
bordering on prissiness, an attitude that is made clear by 
their comments upon German manners. Edward Everett lras 
deeply shocked to hear a pro:fessor utter "Gott im Himme1,nl9 
and in his letters George Bancroft often incredulously 
remarked upon the slovenliness, vulgarity, and irreverence 
of the German students. 20 Ironically, these Americans 
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eomplained · or the same Sort ot coarseness in Germany , . hat 
foreign visitors d.escribed in their published accounts of 
travel in the United States. Perhaps the accusations or 
barbarism that . foreigners leve.lled at Americana produced 
in them an aristocratic squeamishness. At any·rate, a 
-----------
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solid sense of propriety distinguishes the writing in the · 
Rorth American Review during the )period, and certainly has 
a marked effect on the literary criticism. De~lpite their ~ 
----------------------------------- -- - qualms 9 however, the Nortl1 America·n·---r·eviewers were not 
I 
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blinded to the merits of German literature and with the 
'exception of Andrews Norton, who so detested ~verything 
German that he forbade his son to study German at Harvard, 21 
this group of men recognized the merits of German literature 
and education. 
In a great many ways, however, the North American 
Review was shaped more by the domestic culture it defended 
than by ··the foreign culture it admired, as the writers 
invariably reflected prevailing modes of thought. One of 
, l ' 
' 
·the most notable influences was religion--namely, Christian-
ity--and it tended to be a much more pervasive and effective 
force in American intellectual life than it is today. 
, .. 
While the twentieth-century intellectual might well be a 
nominal or even a devout Christian, his range of scientific 
·~ speculation is seldom limited by a religious cosmology. 
, .. , . 
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·kodern theorists or the creation of the worid, for instance, 
find it unnecessary to refer to the Divinity._ . The intel~ ...... . 
l·ectual of the earlier period, hotriaver, did not relegate 
his religion to his privat·e lif_e; his thought, therefore, 
inevitably bore '·the stamp of 1'is religious convictions. 
19 
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Cornelius F~lton once said of. Emerson, that he was "impartial" 
tow~rd religion, 22 was to make a damning imputation not 
only of the man's character, but of his competence as a 
thinker. Irreliglon was by way of being a species of bad 
logic • 
... -
In the Rorth American the religiosity-of the age is 
especially apparent. It crops up in virtually every type 
of article, including, of course, the literary reviews, but 
it is perhaps even more obvious and inappropriate in the 
comn1ent unon the sciences. Of the numerous scientific 
pieces published in the North American, none reveal the 
supernatural outlook more clearly than those that deal with 
the rapi~ly developing study of geology. The findin,gs of 
this comparatively new science had already shocked and 
alienated those who interpreted Genesis· literally. Francis 
Bowen, commenting on the writing of the English geologist 
Sir Charles Lyell in 18~9, grants that educated Christians 
" 
can no longer take Genesis literally, but he decries the-· -
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" 
tact that among some scientists any reverence tor scripture 
has become suspect.23 Two years later, Mrs.·John.Ware 
'" 
reveals the same religious outlook. 24 The fundamentalists 
who resent and fear the findinp:s of modern science she 
refers to as t:tie "timidly pious.,., ''God's ~1ords and 1r1orks 
- ·--------
have s·eemed to disagree only on account of our imperfect 
knowledge'', she optimistically declares, and she urges the 
tttimidly pious" to devote their intellectual energy to 
scientific inquiry im order that they might refute the 
"irreverent men who love tl1eir theories better than the 
word of God'' ( 'P• 450). To those who wrote on scientific 
eubjeets for the North American ReYiew there was really no 
battle between science and religion. They wholeheartedly 
embraced both in the belief that science w:>uld provide 
the ultimate vindication of.religion. 
The religiosity or the North American Review is 
easily accounted for. From its beginning in 1815 ·the 
magazine had been identified with Unitarianisrno Four of 
the eight editors i·n tl1e period from 1815 to 1860 were 
Unitarian laymen~25 And until the 1840's the contributors 
were almost to a man Unitarians. Their religion repre-
- aented, in the early nineteenth century, the a:ttempt t() 
reconcile the exalted view of man that underlay the 
Declaration of Independence and Constitution with the 
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pessimistically grim Calvinistic view. The doctrine of 
predes~i.nation and the concept of a heaven existing only ·.·. 
for a fortunate elite did not at all square with the 
· - democratic notions of universal freedom and equal rights. 
In its Upitarian orientation, then, the North American 
Review was in.the mainstream of the national trend toward 
religious liberalism in the nineteenth century.26 Thi~ 
trend ,,,as reflected in the West by the more emotional 
Evangelical Protestant movement, which grew substantially J 
faster than the population between 1835 and 1860.27 The 
gathering strength of organized religion in the United 
States· contrasted \~1ith the general decline of religion in 
Europe. Thus, the writers often found it necessary to 
castigate the impieties of European s.cientists like George 
Lyell and literary artists like Victor Hugo and Edward 
Bulwer-Lytton. By and large, the reviewers abstained from 
sectarian controversies, howev~r. 
'rhe North American reviewers' wholehearted and optimistic 
commitment to the American variety of religion is likewise 
reflected in their attitudes to\'mrd the political and social 
issues of the day. They extended tl1eir belief in univensal~ 
redemption into a conviction tt1at if the wiser and cooler 
~ 
heads prevailed, the world would continue to improve just 
, 
as it had improved in the last fifty years. Most of the 
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writers for the 1'ort·h American would ·have subscribed to 
Jonathan Chapman's verdict that. the purpose of history ,es 
"to represent man in his gradual march from barbarism to 
eivilization 9 from civilization to refinement.n28 Thus, 
they found it possible to advocate those· .measures which 
called for a gr~dual amelioration. of existing evils·t) They 
endorsed temperance but·not absolute prohibition. On the 
,. 
more vital issue of slavery they·embraced a number of 
policies short of outright abolition~-including coloniza-
tion--but they had nothing but disdain for the Abolitionists. 
If anything, the attitude expressed by the Review became 
increasingly pro~slavery as the Civil War neared. Jared 
Sparks in 1824 v1rote an essay in favor of colonization, in 
which he acknowledged the slave's basic right to be a free 
man.29 S.ydney G. Fisher, however, ,1 hile reviei~ing Uncle 
Tom's Cabin in 1853, advocated the continuance of slavery 
as an institution with the modification that ins'tead of 
owning the man the slaveholder owned only his slave's labor.30 
SlaTes would then· be entitled to legal protection from the 
abuses deseribed by Miss Stoiie o Fis·her explicitly based 
bis position upon the notion of inherent Negro inferiority. 
As ror the Utopian cOD111unal living schemes, they were 
seldom mentioned and then only with scorn--as in Andrew P. 
, Pea.body's review of Hawthorne's Blithedale Romance3l __ because 
( 
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·they upset the long-established ebcial structure. lor 
were any of the experimenters in commu~l ---living, men like 
' 
Oeorge Ripley and Bronson Alc1', among the contributors to 
the Nort'h American. ·· : · 
<:I 
.. 
Until the disintegration of the Whig party in 1654, the· 0 
~orth ~'!!~r!~$au Revie'ff1 was almost as tt;horoughly Whiggish in ~ 
~ \' 
political outlook as it was Unitarian in its religious 
Yiewpointo George Bancroft was one of the few Democrats on 
the lists of contributors in the 1s3ovs, and l1e 9 like A. H. 
Everett, who became a Democrat in 183 5, was looked upon as 
a traitor of sorts. The Whiggish character of the North 
American Review and the other reputab1le and well-established 
magazines like the American ~lu~rte.rly and the Ne~, E11gland 
Revie111 "t·1as in a large measure responsible for the founding 
in 1837 of The Democratic Review, which BrY*nt, Whittier, 
Hawthorne, Thoreau, lJielville, and \•lhitman, among· many others, 
wrote for.32 Indeed, it appears that virtually all of the 
literary artists of that time were Democrats, and there ia 
ample evidence that the North American's Whiggishnesa 
alienated t.hem. 
Edward Everett's political attitude suggests something 
ot the rigid self-rigl1teousness in such ru1a.tters that so 
often prevailed among th® critics •. In 18~~9 George s~tillman 
Hillard asked EYerett to use his political influence to 
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' 
prevent the Whig administration or Zachary Taylor tram· 
--~--- · removing Ha,rthorne from the Salem Custom House.. In his 
. .,, letter of reply to· Hillard, 
intercede in .Ha-wthorne's behalf, reveals his private 
feelings about Hawthorne's political affiliation: "l 
rill sayJ! to ·you, however, in eonfi9ence that I do not hift 
much SYJBpathy for men like Mr" Ha-vrt.horne, who think proper 
(tor reasons best, known to themselves) to give ·the weight 
________________ of their name & influence to a party /J,he Democrat_!? to 
which they cannot in heart belong; thus depriving the 
conservative party, to which from all their associations~ 
I will add principles they must belong, of the benefit of 
that circumstance.n33 Everett was simply unable to compre~ 
bend that Hawthorne could be intellectually honest in his 
political stance • 
.. To what extent politics affected literary criticism it 
is hard t.o say. The critics, of course, did not use an 
author's politics as reason foi~ p1'1>aiaing or damning his 
'· 
·!'·. 
works. Clearly, tr1a reviat1s of Hav7tl1orne in tlte I~orth ..&J1erican 
were not influenced by his politics, no1~ is tt1ere any 
evidence that the overlooking of Melvil.le was at all 
politically motivated. Nevertheless, the same world-Tiew 
that determined a c:cltic '·s political conservatism also 
shaped his notions of literary propriety. Des·pite a predomi-
nance ot Whig reviewers• the llorth Allerican Review generally 
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remained aloof from the political-literary aquabbles ... carried 
on by the New York periodicals-~n~mely, the Whiggish 
Kniekerb·ocl{er Magazine and The Democratic Review • .34 
,. 
If the writers of the North American were slightly lees 
. 
' 
' 
. ~ .· ·- t·han unanimous in their religious and politieal preferences, 
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tJiey all subscribed· to ·the theory of progress, the notion .............. ------·· .. -
that man. ,,ras gradually improvi11g himself and his lot. The 
\ 
. ' 
belief in progress, as many Americans held it, included a ~ 
•' 
beneficent Deity presiding over an enterprising and moral 
people who could hasten, if they were sensible enough, the 
gradual evolution toward a better life. This particular 
Yiew of progress· was one of the most powerful and universally 
held ideas in n:tneteenth-eentury America; and it \'ras 
frequently reflected in the Nortt1 American _E~vi=e\~~, as 
already notedo Adherents of the notion tended to look 
always for the good side of even the most dismaying develop-
ments. All problems appeared solvableo The evils of 
industrialization,. while ackno,1ledged, t1ei~e birc temporary 
flaws in a process that immeasurably benefitted man, suggested 
A. H. Everett in 1832035 Anything good was seen as the 
result of a long p1~ocess of gradual improvement. Thomas 
Chase, reviewing Wordsworth in Ht51,36 remarks that in the 
greatness of Vlordsworth 's poetry "we gratefully recognize 
the fruit of eighteen centuries of Christianity, of six 
thousand years of human struggle and progress" (p. 474) • 
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Chase then proe~/.to clarify the extent of his trust. in 
progress: "We believe in human progress; tuJe believe that 
, 
the good providence of God is lea.di rig the 1:~ace··i of man by 
slow but constant; stens to lof~tier heights of eJccellence, 
that the works of His hands may redound more and more to· His 
<;:o . . 
. - .. --·- . . --- fi·- - - ._ 
glory. And we t~ace this progress in literature, as well 
as in every other department of human activity" (pp_. 476 .. 
477). 
The "race of man" that Chase mentioned did not 
necessarily include all mankind. For all its religious 
overtones, the devout faith in progress smacked a bit of 
racial superiority in its preoccupation with the i,1elfare 
and achievements of Northern Europeans and Americans. A 
mildly racist outlook is implicit in much of the writing 
in the North American Review. An explicit expression or 
the racist sen.?ciment that lay behind much of the writing 
in~--the Revieti appears in a Political Economy textbook 
written by Francis Bowen, editor of the Revie\t1 from 184-3 
to 1853. A curious blending of racism and Christian piety 
comes through quite clearly in Bowenvs response to the 
threat of overpopulation. In response to Malthus' 
frightening demographic predictions, Bowen serenely 
replies: "In those facts 1rJl1ich appear so alarming to the 
Malthusians, I see only i11dications of a bei1eficent arrange- · 
aent of ProTidence, by which it is ord.ained that the 
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barbaroua races which now tenant the earth should waste 
•.. 
- --· ·- ---- ------
· away and finally disappear, while civilized me_n are not 
only to multiply, b·ut to sp~ead, till the farthest corners 
of the earth shall be gi van to them for a habitation. n'37 
Little comfort here for the American Indian. 
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.. ' There were minor differences, of course, in the 
t, 
particular concept of ·progress held by the writers or·the. 
-North .American, depending often on the subject being 
revieived o Faith in a beneficent Deity and a preference 
for evolution instead of revolution were clearly the two 
.. ' 
essentials of this doctrine that formed the common denomi-
nator of their world-view. While the North American 
reviewers did not rule out the possibility of progress in 
other lands and for other people•, they did regard their 
country as one that had been singularly endowed by the . 
Creator with glorious future prospects o In a. summary or 
American pr·ogy~ess i11_ ·the arts So Ao Eliot offers a typical 
example of the prevalent optimistic faith in progress, the 
sensitivity to foreign criticism, an~ the belief in the 
.r necessity--imposed by our geographic isolation--for selt-
relianee in American cultural development: 
•'\ 
H O -- 0 • :"ll! • ~ h .. ~ ~ d r 1 av1ng int:,nessea i11l~ -_ in our o~m ~cime won er u 
progr~ess· in tl1ings botl1 useful at1d ornamental, 111 
f'i:lel a conviction that there i~tlll still be progress 
in other things --in all thing~s that are desirable 
. ' 
and necessary to a people, especially to one so 
separate~ as we are from others., It we were 
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·immediately surrounded, as each nation of Europe 
la, by kindred nations advanced and advancing 
----------"--to·gether, some in one br.arich of attainment and - -------- · --
. some in anotl1er, there tiould be a tolerable _ 
. certainty of progress in allo fl.s it is, i~1e mu.,st, ' 
~f necessity, find the impulse ~or every improve-
·~ent within ourselves, and perhaps the rest of the 
world vrlll I1ave a little consid.eration for us on 
this ground, and will not laugh at us more than we 
~--------'-'-· _ ... ~·--------- _ ~an bear, beca3u8se w~ _do nqt .<i~it~. come up to our . ·-own standard. 
·--·-·---· ·-----
Eliot's colleagues no doubt- would have readily endorsed 
his conclusions. 
The literary judgments of the Worth American RaTiew 
also reflected the overwhelming faith in progress. 
Reviewers h.ad little tolerance for literary emphasis upon 
the melancholy, pessimistic, and sordid side of life. Nor 
""' did they brook anti-social or rebellious themes·,. since the 
evolutionary aspect of the theory emphasized gradual, 
rather than abrunt or revolutionary change. 
I . 
; 
• 
' 
·A 
-~ 
The spirit of nationalism, the buoyant Christianity,. 
the belief in progress that animated the writers of the 
lorth American Review during the period from 1815 to 1860 
prevailed as well in the country as a ~mole, and the 
characteristic mood produced by commitment to these princi-
ples was one of optimistic expectation. Such twentieth-
century scholars as Vernon Parrington have pointed out the 
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romantic quality of this mood in the sense that the age 
democratically offered enticing prospects of imminent 
spiritual and material betterment to all who were suffi-
ciently ambitious and able.39 What had once been 
idealistic daydreams became possibilities; hence, the 
I'• 1, 
. ,. '' ··2-·9· ." 
, 
' 
J .. 
....... ·----- ·-- ·---
econo~i cs; politics, theology, and literature of the age 
._,.. ' 
clearly reflected this particular romantic impulse. 
. • . ·-· - -··· -.. ___ , ... ,... ..... -·-·-J0:·••_ ..... ___ - .. --------·-·-·· 
While Parrington'a characterization or the age is 
certainly plausible enough, the application of the term 
"romantic" to literature r.aises awk1t1ard Problems of 
definition. Literary roma·nticism, after all, is not 
exclusively synonymous with idealistic optimism. As 
applied to litera~ure the term "Romanticism" refers to a 
widely disparate array of writing in various languages 
produced over a considerable period of time; hence, no 
brief definition of the term can be adequate. The task 
of defining Romanticism is .further complicated by the 
necessity of taking into account the difference between 
the concept of Romanticism held by the nineteenth-
• 
century critics and that held by the twentieth-century 
scholars. The nineteenth-century critics evaluated 
Romantic ~,orks as tl1.ey i-1ere pub·lishedo Thus involved 
in the moyement and lacking the broader perspective 
awai-iable to twentieth-century scholars, ·they were often 
unaware that they were dealing with Romanticism. The 
Romantic literature whose receotion in the North American 
Review is being investigat~d in this. paper is Romantic 
" 
. 
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literature as defined by modern scholars; that is to say, 
. c 
- -the concern here is trlth the critical reaction t_o literary " ________________ ..__ · · · · 
•.: 
............. , 
wo~Je, which by modern definitiOn would be deemed Romantic, 
)f!... . .. ~ . 
and the purpose of this analysis is to discern and· explain-· 
the nineteen~h-century critic's understanding of what ~~-------
.-
now known as Romantic literature. 
One or the· best modern definitions of RomanticiSJD is 
that of Morse Peckham. In his essay "Toward a Theory of 
ROIIIElnticism,"40 Peckham seeks a definition broad enough to 
encompass all Romentic ~,orka and usefully analytical enough 
to serve as a guide to the understanding of any particular 
work in that category. The Romantic movement in literature, 
Peckham explains, is one of the consequences o:f ttthe 
I '~• ,, 
revolution in the European mind against thinking in terms 
of static n1echanism to thinking in terms of dynamic 
organicism" (p. 14). 
To understand Romanticism, then, one must first under-
stand dynamic organicism, since it is the fundamental 
principle f1~om \'1'hich all Romantic doctrines .follow. The 
difference beti:1een static mechanism and dynamic organicism 
as world-views can be seen in the cosmic metaphors 
fepresenting each position. The pre-Romantic, viewing the 
world as a static mechanism used the metaphor of the clock, 
), 
suggesting· permanence, perfection, and uniformity. The 
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Romantic, viewing the_ world as a dynamic organiciS11, used 
the metaphor of the tree, suggesting change (growth) , 
imperfection, --and .incompleteness. 
The concept of' dynamic organic,ism affected bot-h the 
torm and content of' literature in many ways, only' a re:, 
of which can be enumerated heN-. --Probably the most 
significant change "~ought by dynamic organicism on form 
31 
in literature was the notion that form should grow naturally 
out of the literary subject. Each Romantic work thus 
constituted a generic law unto itself. As for the content, 
Peckham finds that the m-ost universal quality of Romantic 
literature is its concern with process, especially as 
represented in a character's develo.ping states of conscious-
ness. Dynamic organicism itself is a process. Recognizing 
this, Peckham divides Romantic literature into the three 
categories of rad.ical, positive, and negative Roma.nticism 
according to the nature of the concern with process. 
Radical Romanticism he describes· as "dynamic organicism, 
manifested in literature in i .. cs fully developed fo:rl>m ~,ith 
all its main derivative ideasvr (p. 14). Positive Ron1anticism 
refers to "men and ideas and works of art in which dynamic 
organicism appears~ whether it be incomplete or fully 
developed'~'·(po 14). Negative Romanticism is nthe expression 
or the attitudes, the feelings, and the ideas of a man who 
. ' 
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haa left stat-ie mechanism but has not yet arrived at a 
reintegration of his thought and art in terms of dynamic 
organicism" (p. 15). In the category of negative 
Romanticism Peckham places such works ,_acsJ Byron's Don Juan, 
.~ in which the hero suffers unrelieved "guilt, despair, and 
cosmic and social alienationo" Peckham's three categories 
. . 
are not mutually exclusive--a work could be classified as 
both radical and positive Romanticism--but they are clear 
and precise enough to pe useful in a discussion of 
Romanticism. 
A number of other characteristics, besides those 
already mentioned, distinguish Romanticism fr~m the Neo-
Classicism which it ·renlaced, and these too stem from 
dynamic organicism. Literature, as the Romantics viewed 
it, was organically related to the society from which it 
sprung. As a society changed, so did its literature. If 
the literary artist, in keeping with this princ,iple~ was 
.r 
... 
to produce a valid, dynamic literature he needed the freedom 
to choose and develop his subject as he saw fit. He could 
not be expedted to avoid the traditionally taboo subjects, 
nor could he be expected to conform to classical models. 
Thus f~ed from long-standing restrictions, the artist 
became more completely responsible for his creation. He 
• I 
became, as it were, one with his art. In literature the 
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_ union of art and artist can often be seen in the author'• 
. V - , 
identification with the- literary hero, pr,oducing, at its 
··- ----
---
extreme, a kind o:f psycho-analytical confession., The 
. Romantic artist introspectively sought in the core of his 
' 
' 
individuality the universal siren strains that could evoke 
a sympathetic response from ·his readers •. Here, of course, 
is a manifestation of the paradox of the simultaneously 
unique and universal, 4l ode of the many paradoxes that 
The literary critics of the Nor~h American Review 
during the period from 1835 to 1860 had no such elaborate 
' 
conception of Romanticism as that set forth by Peckham, 
but they were generally aware that a major change had 
occurred in Euro,pean literature near the end of the 
' 
eighteenth century, and they seem to have been familiar 
with the labels Classic and Romantic as used to distinguish 
the literature before and. afte1~ ·the change, respectively. 
T'hese critics held various conceptions of just what 
Romanticism in literature was, and their conceptions changed 
somewhat as they encountered more European Romantic 
literaturee The variety and 0changeability of their views 
precludes the establishment of any one definitive attitude'·~~ 
' 
toward Romanticism among all the writers for the North 
American Review, but some generalizations are possible. A 
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took at tbe references to Romanticiem_._in the lorth American 
-----. ,. 
Revie_w prior t·o 1860 reveal~_ that ainoitg the critics (1) the 
word ''Romanticism" had a favorable connotation, mostly oi~Jing 
• I • 
. to the fact-·.that the literary phenomenon which it denoted 
was regarded as a manifestation of the creative spirit or 
--a,- . 
Aryan Christianity, and it was therefore welcomed &8 an 
invigorating influence upon European literature; (2) inno.a~ 
..,, 
-~ tions in language and form, an energetically imaginative 
---~tiuality, and spirituality were most commonly seen as the ·-- ·----
,, distinguishing features of Romantic literature; (3) Germany 
was consid·ered to be the birthplace of Romantic literature; 
' (4) the term "Romanticism" was not generally applied to . ,.: · 
American writing; ( 5) it was the t~iting of French Romantics 
like Victor Hugo and George Sand that brought the movement 
into some disrepute, although the North American critics 
attributed the indelicacies of Frencl1 1f~iting to fla~1s in 
the national character of the French rather than to defects 
in the Romantic view; (6) after 1836 the relationship between 
Romanticism and social and political upheavals was generally 
recognized. 
A brief survey ot the recent scholarship concerning 
the attitudes of the Horth American Review toward Romantici1111 
ahowa that the problem or definition is at the heart of the 
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eonfueing and aee11ingly contradictory conclusions ot· 
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·--------- --------·······modern scholars. One of the earliest modern appraisals 
of the literary criticism in the North American Review can 
be found in the opening chapter of George Ee DeMille's 
r -~" 
. ~-
. Li terarv Cri t-ici sm .!!! America ( 1929) o -· Dei:ffil le, covering 
the. fi-ist thirty.five years of the Reviet1 in thirty-one 
pages, concludes that the criticism in the North American 
shifted only gradually from eighteenth-century standards 
-----------t-o- the new Romantic- standards and that· this- ·movement--haa-
yery little momentum prior to 18.31. In support of his 
assertion, he educes statements in the North American 
.praising Pops as tl1e greatest of poets and the heroic 
couplet as the greatest of met·ers. l,iith only a few excep .. 
tions, DeMille claims, the original critics gave way to 
younger men in the 1830's,and 1; was they who wrote 
enthusiastically of Carlyle, Coleridge, and Hawthorne and 
ushered in the Romantic era in American criticism. In his 
··~. 
. necessarily undetailed chapter DeMille does, not define 
Romanticism except by implication. A taste for Pope, by 
DeMille's reckoning, precludes· an interest in Romantic 
doctrines, and Romanticism means, for the most part, an 
appreciation of some of the more prominent Romantics. 
... ,.. ' 
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'"" Yrit.ing in 1940, Harry Hayden Clark suggests that 
DeMille'e estimate of the non-Romantic character of the 
---,-~-- -~- _LJ 
L" 
" 
r ' 
writing in the first twenty years of the North American 
.. 
" Review needs to be revised. 42 With a view toward eh owing 
the prevalence· of essentially Romantic ideas among the· 
critics, Clark abstracts 210 articles from the Review 
during the period 1815 to 1835. He claims that virtua_lly 
all the Romantic concepts that appeared in Nature (1836) 
Brierson could have been introduced to in the pages of the 
North American Revie,~ s -v1hich, as his journals indicate, he 
regularly read. Although he does not involve himself in 
a discussion of Romanticism, Clark does succeed in showing 
the prevalence of Romantic ideas where they had been 
generally thought not to exist. Lacking in Clark's article, 
however, are clearly defined, mutually exclusive categories 
, ·· of Classic and Romantic. In their complexity the two 
• 
categories, of course, defy absolute and simple definition, 
but one senses the implication in discussions like DeMille' s 
and Clark 9 s that ·the Classica·l and Romantic sensibilities 
are wholly incompatible. It is quite possible, after all, 
for a critic to enjoy both Pope and Wordsworth and to 
repudiate or ·ignore some Romantic doctrines while endorsing 
others. Allowing for these considerations, Clark's argu-
ment is more persuasive in that he amasses numerous examples 
of Romantic ideas. DeMille, on the other hand, besides· . 
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having less evidence, dismisses as irrelevant the favorable 
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revi~1s of Scott and Wordmiorth, and he ignores altogether~ 
the reception given the German Romantics. -
By far the most comprehensive study of the critiei811l 
in the North American Review is Robert E. Streeter's 
unpublished dissertation which covers the period 1815 to . \ 
1665 o 43 Streeter divides the period at 1835 a11d firias that .. 
prior to that date the predominant critical doctrines in 
the North American Review derived from English and Scottish 
association psychology as set forth principally by Archibald 
Alison in Essa1rs .Q!! the r~ature and Principles of Taste 
( 1790). Accoi~ding to association psycl1ology a reader 
responded most fully~ to li~terature that partook of his 
country's geography and history. Streeter claims that the 
assoeiationist d.octrine, besides justifying partiality to 
, native literature, al_so produced a climate of critical 
though~c 1"Jecepti ve to Romanticism-. Thus, after 183 5 the 
Romantic ideas of the Schlegels, Madame de Stael, and 
Coleridge held sway among the critics. 
To support his contention that after 1635 the under-
lying· critical principles in the North American Review were 
Romantic, Streeter isolates tl1e siic most frequently 
recurrtng Romantic ideas in the criticism. Three of these ,. 
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ideas 'operated as critical principles of sorts-~namely 
.~ .. ') .. \ 
· ( 1) the be lief in '1the existence of a hierarGhY or ideal 
forms which could serve as the source a11d standard of 
.. 
beauty," ( 2 J a Coleridgean concept ·of the Imagination, 
(3) the acceptance of organic unitJf as a 0 fundamenta_i_ --- -
r ..... principle -~of art." The remainitlg ·three Romantic ideas,· 
while not expressed as critical prin~iples, pertained 
directly to the nature of art. The critics frequent·ly 
debated and discussed these three subjects: (4) the fusion 
of "soul and body, thought and expression, content and rorm" 
in great art, (5) the balance bet,~een the "ideal and the 
material" in grea,t art, ( 6) the purpos·e of er iticism. 
Streeter rinds ample instances of all six of these ideas 
in the North Arnerican Revieiv- from 1835 to 1865, and he 
concludes that t/r.i tl1 the eJcception of Francis Bowen and 
Cornelius Coni1ay Felton the i~iters of the North Ameriean 
operated on Romantic principles • 
.J' 
Two weaknesses mar Streeter's otherwise trenchant and 
thoroughgoing analysis. While the quantity of Romantic 
" 
ideas he finds in the North American is impressive, it 
appears that ,ihen he considers the Revie,1 to be Romantic, he 
does not take sufficien.Pcly i11to account the total portion 
of the magazine i-r.rit·tet1 by the various contributors. 
Ellerson, for instance, wrote two articles for the North 
American in the period; Bowen and Felton wrote over one 
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hundred. Bllt perhaps the greater weakness of· Streeter'•/ 
argument is that he fails to consider the treatment Romantic· -
works received in the Reviewo It would seem that the ulti-
-
mate test of ·the influence of Romantic ideas in a body of 
- • -A 
criticism-is the overall ~eaction to Romantic literary 
productions, especially those whose Romantic quality and 
i 
wo-rth have been generally established with the passage or 
time. It is true, of course, that any number of non-literary 
influences could prejudice a critic's decision and that he 
might very well accept some Romantic works and reject others 
and still be essentially sympathetic to Romanticism. 
Nevertheless, the record of his final judgments should cotmt 
for something. 
Moreover, with the exception of the Coleridgean view 
or the imagination, which many of the critics would have 
dismissed as mystical nonsense, Streeter's six Romantic 
ideas in the abstract would have been generally accepted by 
the North American reviewerso These conceptions in themselves 
--- -----
were inoffensive enough, after all. Certainly the critics' 
belief in progress would tend to dispose them favorably 
toward the organic in l.iterature and make them amenable to~ 
attempts to in1prove lite1~atu1~e by innovatingo By no means 
nostalgic champions of the long agoj they stood ready to 
welcome the new; in fact,. they ,cravingly anticipated the new 
in literature. But, as a matter or fact, these critics 
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rejected quite a few Romantic works because they challenged 
c,r··-·even merely failed to :r-eaffirm their v1orld-view. It 
would seem, then, that any at tempt to· .. define the prevailing 
critical outlook must be based on an analysis of the 
reviewers' reaction to various kinds of 1Romantic literature. 
Such. scrutiny of the pertinent reviews in the North American 
· Review is now in order. 
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CHAPl'IR II 
The ReYiews and the Reviewers 
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In the North American ReYiew prior to 1835 there were 
_____ _.,...'1 .... -e~w- references to Romanticism as a literary pt1enomenon, m1t·· 
.·..;.. 
.. 
' f 
when the new literatur~e i"l8S mention®d it ,:,ms i:n.variably 
spoken of witl1 optiinistic ~p.p:robationo In 1827 Edv,ard 
Everett, who had recently been editor of the Review (1620~ 
' 1824), attributed~tbe literary application of the terms 
Classic and Romantic to the Schlegels and Madame de Sta8I.1 
The ngenius of Romantic poetry," as Everett saw it, derived 
-........... -.--. 
from ''the peculiar character of the North, united with the 
spirituality of revealed religio~' but the actu~tl existence 
' 
of the Classic and Romantic schools, he went on to say, is 
"a matter of doubt" (p. 137). Writing in 1834, Alexander Hill 
ETerett, then editor of the Review, did not use the term a , 
;/ 
"Romantic," but he obviously had Romantic literature in 
mind 'vihen· he optimistically not~ed that '1within our day 
another native school of learning has sprung up with a most 
luxuriant display of original vigor, and, having taken in 
the main a right direc-tion, promises to pursue a 1011g and 
successful career on both sides of the Atlantico 02 Everett 
\ · is referring to what he called-~without naming individuals--
a "new school of English wri tars" that have at last escaped 
the influence of seventeenth-ee~tury French classicism, 
which 11 as popularized by Dryden and Pope, has subverted 
'· English lit-erature for nearly two centuries-. A. H. Ev-erett 'a 
-ttitude is particularly significant because it was he who 
wrote the firs·t American review of Sartor Resartus. · 
••• 
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Throughout his lite, A.H. EYerett was deeply 
' ,-------,----·····---·-··-~·_....-------
----._ 
· ----·1nte·r·este·d· '':['ii''"both''''poifti,c·s and. literaturep and his 
writing for th,e fiorth American, i~:hich l1e @d.ited from lE!)O 
to 1835~ reflects these interests. Approximately one-third 
of the seventy-five articles that he wrote for the Review 
_between 1818 and. 1847 are literary revietrs; the remainder. 
are for the most part on political and social subjects. 
Shortly after his graduation from Harvard in 1806, Everett _ 
became one of the leading American authorities on Oriental· 
literature. Next to strike his literary fancy were the 
Germans. He was willing in 1816 to help his younger< 
brother Edward do a blank verse translation of Klopstock's 
Messiaso3 In 1823 he reviewed Henry Doering's Life and 
Wri 'tings of Schiller (l~eimar, 1822) for the North P.merican.4 
As for the conternpora1~1,.,. English ,~i ters, Everett responded 
enthusiastically to Scott, Coleridge, Byron, and Carlyle. 
He was most interested, however, in American literature and 
actively encouraged its development. As a minister to 
Spain, he furthered the literary career of Vla.shington 
Irving by securing a position for him .in the American 
legation. It was primarily Everett's interest in American 
literature, in fact, that prompted him to take .over the 
Horth American Revie~, i11 18300 As editor or the Review 
he encouraged the young Longfellow. 
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EYerett•s political career We as far-ranging as his 
- -------.--,----literary-interests. Over the· course of his lifetime, he 
served in high diplomatic positions in Spair1p Russia, the 
Netheriands, and China. At home 9 he Sl:r1ved several terms 
in the l\fa-ssachusetts State Legislatur~e and. ran unsuccess-
fully_ .for Congress •. Perhaps the greatest political- stir he 
"'· 
.... 
made, however, was his defection from the ~Tbigs to the 
Jacksonian Democrats in 1835, an act that outraged the 
predominantly Whiggish Boston-Harvard conmuQity.5 
In October 1835, Everett himself reviewed Carlyle's 
Sartor Resartus~ and his review is easily the most enigmatic 
eyer to appear in the North American.6 In the playful 
s,pirit of Sartor, Everett a:·c first seems to take the wo-rk 
quite literally as an English edition of a German professor's 
treatise on_ tI1e nphilosophy of Clothes-," but "after a careful 
survey of the whole ground," he declares, "our belief is, 
that • • • the whole account of the origin of the work 
before us ••• , is in plain English, a hum0 (pe 456) • 
As fu1~ther evidence that the work is not what it claii.s to 
be, Ever~et·t translates the obrtously contrived German names 
of the people and places mentioned in Sartor and notes their 
improbabilityo As to the pretense 9 that Sartor is a dis-. ,. 
~~,_.:!.. 
- cussion of tr1e np1-1ilosophy of Clothes," Everett :finally 
c:oncludes that "though there is a good deal of remark 
-~ 
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·-throughout the work in a half-serious, half-comic style 
--u·pon dress, it seems to .. ·be in reality a treatise upon the~-.. 
great science of Things in General, which Teufelsdroeckh is 
r 
"'~posed to have professed at the uniYersity or Nobody~ 
knows-wheren (p. 456). 
\, 
Everett Drefers the real subject or the work to the 
ostensible one~ but he questions the morality of disguising 
a philosophica 1 treatise as an ''Essay on Dress." Younger 
readers, to whom "the subject of dress is one of intense 
and paramount importance" will invariably be misled and 
disappointed, he maintains. 
EYerett id.entifies Carlyle as the author--the early -
editions of Sartor were anonymous--and he praises Carlyle's 
articles in the British reviews, especially the essays on 
Goethe and Burns. Carlyle's literary virtues, as Everett 
sees them, are his unique style and his profundityo Everett's 
' 
enthusiasm for Carlyle is wholehearted, and he obviously 
takes pride in introducing American readers to a great but 
little=l,noim writer from whom so much could be expected: 
"We take pleasure," Everett announces, nin introducing to 
the American public a writer, whose name is yet in a great 
aeasure unknown among us, but who is destined, we think, to 
occupy a large space in the literary worldff (po 482)0 At 
~he close of his review, Everett, with the improvement of 
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American letters in mind, inYites Carlyle to come to the 
··-~tln:fted States and ply his trad·e .. ·or "Things in Genera~" at 
an American university. 
.. ' 
The portion of ETerett's reYiew.deToted to proving 
Sartor Resartus to· be a literary hoax has baffled readers 
for yearso In a letter to Emerson dated February 13, 1837, 
Darlyle said of Everett's article: "It ~,as not at all an 
unfriendly review but had an opacity of matter-of-fact in 
it that filled one with amazement. Since the Irish Bishop 
who said that the·re ~,ere some things in Gulliver on \thich 
he for one would keep his belief susoended, nothing equal 
to it, on that side has come athwart me."? 
What comes through clearly in Everett's review, how-
ever, is his enthusiastic approval of Sartor and Carlyle's 
work in general. It was the mood of whimsical fantasy in 
Sartor that no doubt inspired Everett to deoart from the 
usual straight-forward earnestness of the North American and 
to write instead a tongue-in-cheek expos,. Moreover, his 
~xtensive and appreciative quoting--twenty pages--from 
Sartor and his outright praise of Carlylefs work unquestion-
ably reveals his wholehearted endorsement of the early 
Carlyle. For all his appreciation, though, Everett does 
not provide much of a critical insight. into Sartor Resartua, 
I 
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and there is .no suggestion that he had a very sophisticated 
- - - . . ...... -- -- - - .. - -· ... . 
. ·- ., ·-- .... ····----· .. 
-understanding of Romantic doctrine. A much more percepti Te 
review of Sartor, one that elicited a compliment from 
Carlyle himself, was that of Nathaniel L. Frothingham in 
the Christian Bxaminer.8 
Although EYerett's review falls short as critical 
analysis, it. does- reflect his cosmopolitan literary enthu-. 
siasm and it stands in the period as the last favor~ble 
notice of Carlyle in the North American Review. The North 
Aaeriean reviewers after 1835 tended to be :rather less than 
luke~1arm toi1ard Carlyle, and some of tl1em resented l,Jhat ~ 
they saw as his baleful influence on such American writers 
as Emerson. As" an exponent of Romanticism, Everett must .. be 
credited also 'With publishing two intelligent and apprecia-
tiTe reviews of Colerid.ge 9 one by Robert Cassie Watterston9 
and the other by George Barre 11 Cheever •10 All in al 1, 
EYerett,.. as editor of the Reviev1, was clearly more favorably 
disposed towa-rd Romantic literature than any of his three 
successors. 
In 1836 when Alexander herett resigned to run for 
Congress, Jobn1 Gorl1am Palfrey, a Uni ta.rian clergyman, became 
editor of the Nortl1 11merican R0vie1tlo Until 1839 Palfrey 
held the Dexter Professorship of Sacred Literature at 
Harvard, l1ia alma mater; ttlius he perpetuated the traditional 
association of the magazine with Unitarianism and Harvard 
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College. Like Everett, Palfrey did not confine himself 
• I ' I 
,, 
to one· profess-ion. ·Besides ·being an editor~··a:na a minister 
he functio,ned ·variously as ·politician, linguist, and 
' /:·'·· ' ' --- .ii . 
scriptural se.holar. His work in all these areas bears the 
stamp .or his religious enthusiasm and intense patriotism. 
His biographer points out 9 for instance, that in Palfrey's 
most renoimed work, ! History 2f. l\Je~, England, 9 he invariably 
sides with the ecclesiastical organization of early New 
England, and when· 1rvri ting of the struggle beti10en England 
and the colonies he "could see little but tyranny on the 
one side and God-fearing patriotism on the other. n11 During 
Palfrey's editorship (1836-1842), literature was second 
only to history in space received in the Revieiv o During 
Palfrey's editorship the North American carried reviews of ~ -
a wide range of foreign and domestic literature~ and it 
reflected a concern, for the growth of. American literature. 
Palfrey hillself more often reviewed historical .«:>rka 
than literature. Of the nineteen articles that he con-
tributed to the Review during his editorship only six are 
on literary subjects. But even when writing on other 
-subjects, he often reveals his literary attitudes, which, 
incidentally, reflect his ardent patriotism and stern 
religiosity. In a review of Harriet Martineau's Societr · 
in America,12 for instance, Palfrey is obYioualy annoyed 
, 
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by Mias Martineau•e oceasipnally unflattering obserT&-
tioris--on~ of which involved the North Ameriean Review13 
-..and he attempts to impugn the acettracy of the English .. 
woman's evaluation of ·American cultureo 1~0 tl1is end, he 
challenges FJ!iss i~tartineau vs a:.ssartion tl1a:t in the United 
States· Byron is unknotn1 whil~_ 9arlyle is quite popular. 
Palfrey refutes ."1!iss l\~artineau by pointing out that Byron. 
is the ''one t~rr.iter,. more than all others, responsible for 
the freaks and follies and sins of our young people for 
the last twenty years" (po 453)0 Palfrey explicitly 
objects to the misanthropy and immorality of Byron's 
poetry. Although he ventures no judgment of Carlyle, 
Palfrey implies that it is- for the better that Sartor 
Resartus is not as popular here as Miss Martineau claims 
it is. At any rate, Palfrey obvio·usly did not share hie 
predecessor's enthusiasm for Carlyle, but he was not an 
anti .. C~rlylean eithe:r~o Edt~1ard Hale relates tl1a·t although 
all the Boston elders at the time ntur11ed up their noses" 
at the affected Carlyle, Palfrey, out of a sense of 
editorial duty, read the French Revolution and, surpris--
ingly, quite enjoyed it.14 Just why he published no 
review of it is a mystery. 
Of interest too is Palfrey's attitude toward Emerson. 
Prior to the "DiYinity School Address" (July 1838), Palfrey 
/ 
looked upon the young Emerson with considerable favor. In 
1SJ7 lie secured Emerson to write for the North American. 
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· .ll that time, Palfrey told Nathan Hale15 that he would 
,,.)',; 
ha'Y8 nothing to do with Emerson's speculative pieces (he 
had not published a reviet1 of Nature [f.83§.7) 9 but r1e was 
tmthusiastic about Emerson's historical writing. Emer-- · 
eon's Concord Centennial.Discourse (1835) is· reviewed and 
highly praised by Benjamin Bo Thatcher in the April 1836 
16 
number of the Nortl1 American. A -year later, in a 
review of several addresses on New England history, Palfrey, 
with obvious approval, quotes Emerson's definition or 
the lew England character-~from the Centennial Discourse. 
It seems to have been the no1vinity School Address" 
on July 15, 1g3g, that changed Palfrey's mind about 
Emerson. In a letter to James Russell Loi~rell on July 24, 
1838, Edward Hale described Palfrey's reaction to Emerson's 
oration. "Dr. Palfrey appeared very much hurt a·bout it," 
Hale claimed.17 The fact that the issue of .the North 
American for that Yery month carried Emerson's essay on 
Milton llUat haYe heightened Palfrey's· embarrassment and 
regret. At any rate, Palfrey published no more articles 
by Emer_son. The distress of Palfrey and other~ leading 
figures of the Harva:cd-Unitarian community~ no doubt 
accounts for the long period in which Emerson did no 
writing for the ReYiew and was himself unfavorably reviewad 
in it. The North American under Palfrey did not carry a 
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renew ot Emerson' a Bssays, First Seriea· ( llt41 )_; and not~ ' . 
unt11· 1664 did. Emerson again write ror the ReTiaw. ·· -----·----· .. -·-·---
The North American, under Palfrey, ·tended to be leas 
receptive t·o Romantic literature than it had been under 
Alexander Everett. One of the f'irs·t indications ·~or this 
change in outlook can be s·een in the 1836 review of 
. . 
. . . . . 
Colerid.ge 1 s Letters. Neitt1er- ~Tatterston nor Cheever, the ~ 
two most recent reviewers of Coleridge for the North 
American, was given the job. Instead,, Palfrey published 
a mere two-page critical notice written by Cornelius Conway 
Felton.18 In his article Felton acknowledges Coleridge's 
"brilliant imaginationVV and naCU0t<& discrimination, n but h8 
objects to the mystification and to the Coleridgean termin--
ology ~ especially as the editor of the letters wields it. 
"This ph1')aseology, n Felton declares, ''is bad enougl1 in the 
hands of the great master; at best, . it is but a vigorous 
affectation" (p. 26)). Felton does find soma merit in 
Coleridge's letters, howeveri in that ·they afford "some 
curious and amusing views of the ,~,ays and rnanners of the 
Initiated" (p. 264). But for the "!nitia.ted,n he does not 
have a particularly high regard. When he sums them up, 
,( 
his sense of intellectual superiority toward the Coleridge~ 
.~ ans and his est,r"}angenient from them becomes clear. nHow 
amazingly fond they all are of the child like;'' Felton 
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obserTea, "what adeffts in uni Tarsal l·ove, t:owards all 
"~-who -think· exactly as they fi.Q.. · And what a char~raing vein ·· 
,.~~ 
or baby talk runs through their profoundly philosophical 
discourses on t_he natµre or ma11n·· ·( p. 264). 
,elton perceived ~hat the di~ciples or Coleridge, 
Carlyle, and later 9 of Emerson constituted an unconventi.onal 
coterief ,i1i·tir "(/1I1ich he ims totally out of sympathy, and in 
the Nort.11 American Revie,~, he often revealed his contempt 
tor this groupo In a review of a translation of Goethe's 
Faust published in Lottell, for instance, Felton mentions 
that a certain npopular transcendental lecturern is most 
popular in Lowell; he then concludes that ''there may be, 
after all, sane hidden affinity between cotton .. spinning 
and spir1ning transceqdentalism; between carpet-weaving 
and weaving wild and shadowy speculations like those of 
the German muse.n19 On another occasion, in pointing out 
.... .~ 
that Theodore Fay's literary productions have enduriig 
merit, Felton observes that 
.. . ....... ~ . 
- • o o tie rtEr,rer tl1retY aside his writings, disgusted 
by the fan~astic barbarisms of speech which deform 
so· many popular vJorlcs of the day, or by those moral 
parado1ces v t1l1ic h are as orf ensi ve to the judgn1ent 
and principles of sober=rainded 111en 9 as "'cl1ey are 
fascinating to the perverted feelings and crude 
conceptions of the small-brained and long=haired 
young gentlernen 9 i·.1ho set up 9 i~1itl1 tf1e most enter-
taining self-complacency, and the most oracular 
unmeaningness of language, for she arbiters of 
taste, philosophy, and poetry.2 
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Felton's assesament or the transcendentalists sounds 
_..:.___--'------a"'ft"'n --ironic -·note 0 Like most of the writers £or the·- North ---
Amer:lcan Review in the period, Felton, unwittingly 
perhaps, sets himself up as an '"arbiter of taste, philos-
. 
ophy, and poetry.'' His use of the editorial "1t1en and his 
undaunted certainty that he spol(e for the ''sober-minded''. 
. . l 
betray an essei:itiall.y autho1~itarian approach to criticism, _______ --~--~ ___ _ 
' - .~----=·· - -: 
,,!_' 
an approach, incidentally, that drew a fair share of 
rebuke from contemporary authors. Felton's- attitude is 
particularly significant because he functioned as an 
unofficial assistant editor under. Palfrey and Bowen and 
did a large amount of the literary reviewing. Between .. 
1836 and 1851 he wrote forty-five articles and numerous 
_ critical notices. Over half of these are on literary 
su·bjects. 
A classical scholar, Felton held the Eliot Profes-
sorship of Greek at Harvard from 1834 to 1860, when he 
became president of the college. His own literary output 
consisted primarily of textbooks on classical languages 
and translations of classical literature. His classical 
bearing is reflected,too, in his literary criticism. For 
such neo-classicists as Pope, he snowed a decided 
prefe~ence, and for the Romantics,. 'Whom he so often 
.. 
reviewed, he had a clear aversion. 
( t 
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Felton did n·ot review Emerson in the North American 
. 
·' 
' -
untl-i 1-850, but he assessed Essa vs,- First Series for the 
Christian Examiner, 21 and this review provides a fuller 
~nderstandi11g of Felton's attitude- toward his friend 
Emersone Jlfter citing the great praise and vast. following 
, 
,-that. Emerson has acquired, Felton refers to Emerson as a 
man of "extravagant, erratic genj .. tis, n whose greatest 
literary asset is his poetical style. "Some of his 
-sentences," says Felton, "breathe the mos·t exquisite music, 
of which language is capable" ( p. 255). Emerson fl s style, 
though, is too often marred by what Felton calls 0 a studied 
quaintness of language." In summing up Emerson as a writer, 
Felton lists irreverence as well as affectation as his 
most prominent faults:· "from the praises, which the 
author's genius would otheri,Jise deserve, large deductions 
must be made, on the score of oddity, whim, and affecta-
tion; and particularly on the score of great levity of 
opinion, and rashness of speculation on the gra~vest sub-
jects" ( p. 262). ) Felton never spoke as harshly of Emerson 
as he did of the Transcendentalists in general. 
-:-.I 
One of the most significant writers to be reviewed 
in the North American during Palfrey's editorship was 
Nathaniel Hartqthorne. i~lben the first volume of Hawthorne's 
Twice Told Tales appeared in 1837 ~ Henry ~lads1r1orth 
Longf e·llow greeted it in the North American Review with 
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'this rapturous apOstrophe "Live ever,. sweet, sweet book. tt22 
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He then proceeded to set f'orth his own views of poetry. 
The poet,, claims Longfelloi~t, should have na universal j 
sympathy with Nature'' and he --should see poetry in every-
~hing, even in the prosaic. It is precisely these 
qualities that Long.fel_lo~, f_inds and praises in Hawthorne-
a poet who· could perceive that the I·Je1,1 England legends 
had as much poetic charm as tl1ose of tl1e Rhine and the 
Black Forest. Longfellow also commends- Hawthorne for the 
clarity of his prose, and then, in a somewhat impressionis-
tic vein, he describes Ha1.\fthorne's effect on the reader: 
"A calm, thoughtful face seems to be looking at you from 
every page; with now a pleasant smile and now a shade or 
sadness ste_aling over its featureso Sometimes, though not 
often, it glares \rlldly at you ~rlth a stra.nge and painful 
expression, as, in the German romance, the bronze knocker 
or the Arc hi varius Lindhorst makes, up faces at the Student 
Anselmus" (p. 62). Here, Long£ellow, who had been a 
' 
classmate of Haivthorne's at B0~1doin, reveals his familiar--
ity with, and appreciation of, German Romantic literature. 
In an attempt to demonstrate the same magical literary 
power in Hawthorne, Longfello\'1 devotes more than half the 
review to quotations from the Tale~. • 
.. It would be a mistake to dismiss Longfellow's review 
because of his occasional outbursts of almost' effete 
exuberance. All of his pronouncements, even his most 
' . '. Tl 
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eeatatic, haye the ring of intelligent conYiction, and 
occasions lly 'he .... r-eveals- -an---awarenes'.s- -or -Certain Romantic -'--w-
doctrines~-that of sympathy, £or instance. What is more, 
if we· remember the prevailing scarcity of native literary· 
talent, and if t1e consider that this 't-\G.S actually Long-
fellow's introduction to the mature Hawthorne, we can 
rea~ily understand his zealous approbation. 23 Like 
Alexander EYerett, however, Longfe 11011, for the most part, 
aubattltuted praise and lengthy e1reerpts for perceptive 
critical analysis. Despite his extensive familiarity 
with foreign literatures, Professor Longfellow seldom 
displayed in his criticism a keen understanding of the 
~ dynamics of Romantic literature, though he obviously 
appreciated much 0£ it. 
Longfellow's critical method and attitudes differed 
from those of most of his contemporaries who wrote for 
the North American Review. In the :first place, his 
critical verdicts tPJere not delivered \·nth the pontifical 
eertitude that i1as customary in the Review. As for his 
literary tastes and opinions, he had not the same antipathy 
for the Transcendentalists that Felton exhibited, and 
unlike Francis Bowen, he enjoyed Emerson's poetryo In 
the Review, Bov~en ridiculed Emerson's Poems ( 1846) , as we 
-" 
, shall presently see, while Longfellow wrote in his journal 
that the collection was "truly, a rare Tolume; with many 
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exqlltaite poella in it.•24 On the much-discussed question 
~---- -_ -.. ------- ot a national literature, he di·sagreed with antic:,English 
···critics lilce Bo,ven and Felton -w1ho, in the i-nteresrt of 
.. 
' literary independence, seemed anxious to deny America'• 
literary inheritance from England. "A national litera ... 
. t~re," Longfelloi,i claimed, n1s the expression of national 
character and thought; and as our character and modes of 
thought do not differ essentially from those of England 
our literature cannot."25 As it turned out, hoi;1ever, 
Longfellow's views were not prominently asserted in the 
Review during the period. After his piece on Twice Told 
.. 
Tales, he i1rote no other artic lea on contemporary litera--
ture for the North American, and after signing an exclusive 
I· 
con~ract with Graham's ~1agazine in 1844 he ceased writing 
~or the Redew altogether. 26 
. Hawthorne's next collection of tales, Grandfather's 
Chair, r~ceived a favorable brief critical notice in 
18410 271 Tt1a following ye~r, Volume Two of Twice Told Tales 
received a three-page critical noticeo28 The anonymous 
critic-~perhaps Palfrey or Felton~~refers to Longfellow's 
. J 
revie~1 of Volume One, and i1is observations up to a point 
bear a remarkable similarity to Longfellow's. Hawthorne's 
"creative originality," his deft use of language, his use 
of Ne~1 England folk sources, and his npoi~Jer of finding the 
elements of the picturesque, the romantic and eyen the 
. t 
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-- ·are all eoDllltended.. The reviewer, however, does . see this ... : ...··-··-···--- ·-· ··-:-·-· .. 
limitation in Hawthorne: "His range is not very extensive, 
. . 
nor has he any great versatility of mind" ( p. 498) • It is 
.,. 
obvious too .that the critic· does not share Longfe·11ow's 
enthusiasm for German li tera·ture. Alluding no doubt to, 
the American writers who· have come under Carlyle's 
influence,· the critic observes that Ha.t~tthorne rrgives ua 
no poor copies of poor originals in English magazines and 
souvenirs. He has caught nothing· of the intensity of the 
French or the extravagance of the German, school of 
writers or fiction" (p. 497). 
The first review or James Russell Lowell's poetry 
appears in the April 1841 issue or the North American, 
but George Still.man Hillard 'a revie,~, of Lo1Jell 's A Year's 
----
Life29 tells perhaps as much about Hillard's literary 
attitudes as it tells about Lowell's poetry. Hillard's 
pronouncements on literary matte:rs have the same resounding 
finality as the inevitable series of tonic chords ending 
a Beethoven symphony. He explains, for instance, the 
public's rejection of By1•on in favor of Wordsworth: "They 
could no long€r listen with any patience to the prolonged 
whine of~ ~ii1e dyspeptic scholar, tr,ho imagined tl1at his 
heart was broken when he was really suffering for '111lnt Qt 
., 
'· 
,9 
.. .:.:. . .:• 
~ ·-
fresh air and exercise. A ,-iatural reaction took plaee. 
The eyes of. men turned to the milder and· purer light ot:··-----~------ ------- · 
Wordsworth and his followers" .( p. 1+53) • 
.,, 
Hillard again seems· to have an unquestionably accurate 
-1na·ight into the arcana of publtc tastes when he declares 
that, despite ~he fact that Lowell is a talented and 
original writer in the Wordsworthian vein, his volume or 
poetry will be unpopular because of "its vecy strong 
infusion of personality," that is, its revelation of 
... 
intimate passions. 
Convinced that Lowell shows considerable promise as 
a poet, Hillard proceeds to detail his literary .faults. 
Besides Lowell 'a "versified confessions" Hillard also 
objeets to "dainti:ness and prettiness ,:of expression," the 
attempt "to combine poetry and philos·ophy," and the "lack 
or finish" in Lo\1ell "s ooems. As a personal friend of 
.. 
Lowell's·, Hillard s·eems concerned lest the young poet 
should be lured into the Transcendental camp. The weak--
nesses in Lowell's poetry are, to Hillard, characteristic 
of the Transcendentalists. Thu~ he ends his review with 
some remedial suggestions for t·he poet. In a lofty and 
paternalistic vein he recommends that Lowell study "those 
poets· ,~ho are at the head of that class to which he him- · 
self does not belong·, such as Pope , Gray, and Rogers, whose 
paramount excellence consists in the elaborate finish of 
their style, and the care with which every line has been 
"' 
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wrought and· polished into pe~tection" (.p. ,.66). 
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As a Har-Yard.graduate and a Unitarian, Hillard is 
typical in baclcground and outloolt of most of the contrib .. 
utors to the Nortl1 American dtiring this periodo A lawyer 
by profession, Hi.llard also devoted eo11siderabl0 time to 
a public-spirited support of religion and culture. In 
1833 he helped George Ripley publish the Christian Register, 
a Unitarian weekly. He ran successfully for the Massachu-
setts state House:of Representatives as a Whig in 1835. 
Like. so many of his contemporaries, Hillard was clearly 
moved by a sense or public duty, a sort of noblesse oblige, 
which seems to have been based on a benevolent dogmatism 
(no doubt a product of the cosmological certainty of pre-
Darwinian Christianity). Also inherent in Hillard's outlook 
is a marked Anglo-Saxon provincialism. On the whole, ha 
and his friends believed implicitly in Anglo-Saxon superi-
ority, and they saw themselv-,s as members of an intellectual 
elite. Thus, their pronouncements, literary and otherwise, 
sound the tone of an assured conviction· ·tthat all right .. 
thinlrers ·f1ould, of course, ·agree on the matter. Hillard, 
,•' ... 
along ~dth Longfellow, Cornelius Conway Felton 9 Charles 
S1nnner, and Henry Cleveland, comprised an exclusive group 
of eminent Bostonians who called themselves the ''Fiv·e of .. 
Clubs," but were dubbed the "Mutua·l Admiration Society" by 
.• 
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outsiders. Writing of this group, Kdward B'Yerett. Hale 
observed that of the five, only Longfellow "knew that 
there were worlds outside or London and Edinburgh 9 Boston 
· and Cambridge, and their environso 1130 Indeed 9 Longfellow•a 
~riticism eontrasts marl{edly 1t1ith that of I1illard and 
Felton, in that it reflects his willingness to allow the 
writer greater thematic and stylistic freedom. Considering 
Longfellow's belief in the poetic significance of the 
individual as expressed in his review of T~1ice Iolg_ Tales, 
it seams clear that he would have been more tolerant of 
the "strong infusion of personality" in Loi·1ell 11 s poetry 
that Hillard assumed would alienate the public. 
Most of Hillard's twenty-three articles for the 
North American are on biographical or legal subjects, but 
occasionally f1e \01rote. on literature. Unlike .Longfellow, 
Hillard was not himself a poet, and except for his solid 
general education he seems to have had no particular 
qualifications as a l i.terary critic. In his literary 
criticism he places a strong emphasis· upon style, and he 
1eems to feel that the mechanical perfection of the best 
eighteenth-century poetry represent,s the apeit of poetic 
achievement. He ca11 by no m,eans be written-off as a neo-
classieist, ho,ive,re1'7; ~ sir1ce he was favorably disposed toward 
some Romantic doctrineso In an 1831 revi@tJ of Catherine 
Sedgwick's Clarence ,31 he almost sounds lilce a Transcen-
dentalist '·as he commends "the fine philosophy of' \\Tordsworth, n 
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influence upon the mind of man, as the varied stops through 
which the myriad tones of. a universal harmony are 
:breathed" ( p. 77). 
A look at the references to Romanticis1D in the Horth 
,r' ... 
American during Palfrey's editorship (1836-1842) mak;s it 
clear that the critics were more aware of literary Romanti~ 
cism than the reviewers duri~g A. H& Everett's editorship 
(1830-1835) had been. But along 'With the greater awareness 
of the emerging Romanticism, an awareness still :far short 
of sophisticated comprehension, came a slight diminution 
of the earlier optimistic acceptance, as some qualities 
of the new literature began to disturb the critics • 
As they became more familiar with European Romantic 
literature~ the critics grew inereasingly aware that the 
new freedom fx~om conventional (classical) restrictions 
often produced disturbingly chaotic workse In 1837 Mrs. 
Elizabeth Fries Lummis Elle·~ lauds ~e,he contemporary English 
school of p-oetry because of its nroma11·tic spirit," but the 
wild extravagances of French poetry since 1830 she 
.deplores, and she suggests, that "If any term could be 
invented expressive of the widest degree of license, it 
would be more applicable than romantic, to their productions; 
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by nature, morality, and good taste, which legitimately 
·-:, 
control the excursive genius of the true romantic.n.32 
Thus.Mrs. Ellet finds no fault with Romanticism per se but 
rather with the misuse of poetic license. Her article is 
also significant in that it reveals that the use of Roman-
ticism as a literary term was b_y then fairly common, and it 
is one of the first reviews in which the social and 
,political antecedents of Romanticism are considered. 
,. 
In July 1838 Antonio Gallenga, the Italian scholar, 
reviewed three contemporary Italian Romantic poets, Tomasso 
Grossi, Pietro Giannone, and Giovani Berchet, and pointed 
out that while these three failed to measure up to the 
standard set by Goethe, Schiller, and By.ran, they neverthe-
less were doing quite well, considering the political 
harassment then endured by Italian writerso33 uike Edward 
Everett eleven years earlier, Antonio Gallenga saw 
Romanticism as a product of the Northern intellect. His 
eonnnents on Romanticism are as unrestrained and ebullient 
as the literary phenomena he attempts to describe: 
Romanticism ffiallenga rhapsodizeE!7, that l«>rd, 
so vaguely defined. tn and so strangely interpreted; -
that universal reformer, extending from the frame 
of an epic poem, to the head=dress of a girl, a 
sub§titute 9 in Europep for all endearing adjectives; 
a seducing enchanter, surrounded with fairies and 
genii, haunting lonely towers and silent graves, 
'.~ 
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crowned with holly and· cypress, with mail on hia· 
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en croupe; a hai-;Jlr perched on his gauntlet, and a 
liarp of gold slung across his shoulder; this 
~reation of ~~e Northern fancy, received in Italy 
with eager hospitality, is about to usurp ther~e an 
undisputed st1sJay over letters and. arts, as soo11 as 
the consciousness of political existence shall set 
the wings of Italian genius at liberty (po 214). 
. _, 
As an Italian, Gallenga holds no special admiration for the 
·"Northern fancy," and he is obviously making a satirical 
point with his overdone description. His view of Romanti-
cism, unlil<e that of the Everetts, is distinctly medieval. 
It seems that Gallenga had in mind the medieval tales of 
chivalrous love and ad.venture rather than the l«>rks of 
Goethe and Carlyle, which were characterized by dynamic 
organic ism. ,. 
One of the most prolific and outspoken writers for 
the North American, Francis Bowen, reveals in a review of 
George Sand's novels a conception of Romanticism that was 
typical among the more conservative critics, like the editor 
or the North American Review at the time, John G., Palfrey.34 
His comrnentary reveals by implication l1is u11derstanding of 
Romanticism as well as his personal pr1ilosopl1y, especially 
his religiosity and faith in progress. Early in his article 
Bowen notes wi'th seeming approval the existence of a 
Romantic school of writers: "After continuing for centuries 
ft. 
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in a cold .·and pedantic imitation or classical models, a 
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Romantic school has suddenly risen up, and is no-v, i,~rking 
. 
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with all the vigor and activity, which usually accompany 
or produce great revolutions in literary opinions" (pp. 104-
105). He then voices some reservations about the subjects 
. of the new writing and its lack· of verisimilitude: "What 
is deformed, horrible, and g1Aotesque, is no,~1 introduced 
not merely as an element in art, but to the exclusion or 
what is calm, beautiful, and pure. Violence is now done 
• • • to all the la~llS of probability, consistency, and 
homogeneousness, which form the essence of the creative 
and imitative process'' (p. 105). Sand's unconventional 
Yiews of marriage, society, politicst and religion also 
disturb Bowen, and he feels that the society that produces 
such shockingly irreverent ivriters and reads their works 
must be corrupt. He then reveals his own solid commitment 
to the conventional Christian view of the sacredness or 
these matters:· "Governraent and laws, marriage and other 
institutions of society, all of the refinements of civilized 
life, are no toys ·to be pulled in pieces or thrown away 
at the suggestion of a crack-brained theorist, a declaimer 
about universal liberty and equality, or an enthusiastic 
admirer of savage simplicitye They are the gifts of 
Providence to a later generation, the slowly matured 
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otherwise weak, brutish, poor, and s·olitary being" (p. 111). 
Not only does Sand violate B0,r1en's notions of propriety, 
but she also takes too pessimistic a view of, man and 
I 
aoci.ety for th~ critic, who clearly subscribes to the_ 
theory of progress; hence,he dis~isses tiio of Sand.'s more 
irreverent and anti-social novels (Leila and Spiridion) _ 
with the haughty -suggestion that: "A long wail of discon-
tent and anger with the actual condition a.nd opinions or 
the civilized portion of our race strikes harshly and 
gloomily upon the ear; and as we believe it proceeds from 
·~ 
a min'd incurably diseased, we are willing to let it die 
away without remark or censure" (p. 135). 
Although Bowen apologises for his subject and duti--
.. fully inveighs against Sand's anti-social tendencies, he 
does have a sharp enough critical· eye to perceive the 
Romantic qualities in her writing. He compares Sand to 
Rousseau and sees in both of them: "a similar vein of 
egotism ••• a disposition to make a confidant of the 
whole irorld, and ~,o call for its sympatl1y by a free dis .. 
closure of individual passions and sufferings, of wearied 
affections and buried hopes, of both external and inward 
~ausea ot unhappineea peculiar to themselves" (p. 108) • 
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He alao notes Sand's "admiration or German models" whose 
" 
of style." . Bowen later sums up the features o.f Romanticism-
that he finds obje.ctionable and hopes that· Arner:)ican litera-
: ture does not come under the sway or these harmful 
influences·: 
/ 
A false estimate· or the comparative value or various feelings and actions, an improper standard of excel-lence in point of conduct, having regard only to a 
romantic and impracticable generositj,i) and- a dis~ -----------------~ 
tructive vehemence of passion, is at the bottom of 
the pernicious influence,, tfhich ~r.riters of this 
trlass, the school of over==-heated romance, constantly 
exert., riliay our otm lite1~ature of fiction never be 
visited ,dth a similar srpi1~it, or undergo a crisis· like tl1at of the ''Storm and Pressuren period :i.n the history of German letters~ the vigor and freshness 
of which form no compensation for its corrupting 
stimulus and debasing tendency ('p~ 130} 1 
As Bowen understood it t Romantic ism was a revolution 
in letters that freed the writer from the necessity of 
conforming to classical models, and he detected the resulting 
unconventionalities of style. He perceived also in Sand's 
egocentric preoccupation iiith her private passions the 
Romantic nvein of egotism." Although he complained of 
Sand's "affected mysticism" he did not elaborate upon the 
spiritual quality of Romanticism-~no doubt beca~se this 
aspect annoyed himo Thus, while Bowen condemned the more 
J rebelli·ous and shocking works of George· Sand and. the French 
Romantics in general, he did not lay their defects to 
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Ot the Romantic works not re'riewed in the North 
Allerican _during Palfrey's .editorship probably the most. 
significant are Carlyle's Freneh Revolution (1837) and 
Heroes and Hero ~lorshio· ( 1841) .35 For reasons already 
mentioned Emerson's Nature ( 1836) and Essays, First Series· 
(1841) were similarly overlookedo Less significant was 
the failure to notice P~e's Tales of the Grotesque and 
Arabesque {1840), since Poe's first collection 0£ tales 
111&de no great stir in the literary world. 
Francis Bowen, a graduate with honors from Harvard 
and a Unitarian, replaced Palfrey as editor of the North . 
Allerican in 1843 e. One l> of tl1e most splenetic of the 
literary critics for the Review in the mid nineteenth cen-
tury, he could be much more strident than Hillardp whom he 
resembled in educational background and attitude:a, In 
rirtually all his academic concerns Bowen stood opposed to 
what can now clearly be seen as the mainstream or nineteenth 
century ideas. In philosophy his major interest was to 
work out an intellectual position compatible ,ffdth tradi-
~ional Christianityp and he therefore opposed the philosop-~ 
ical ideas of ICan·t and Ficl'1te and supported Berkeley. It 
is on philosophical grounds too that he opposed Darwin's 
theory ot evolution. Aa a political economist he opposed 
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Bowen'• career•• a teacher and writer re~als the 
~oad range or his interests. In 1835 he ·served as· ·a tutor 
in intellectual philosophy and poiitica1l economy at Iiarvard. 
H~~ ~aught mathematics for two years at Exeter before 
t-.king over th_e North American. 
Maclean professorship of history at Harvard because of his 
part in the .Kossuth controversy,36 and in 1853 he became 
Alvord Professor of natural reli151on, moral philosophy and 
civil polity at Harvard. His voluminous bibliography also 
is remarkable for its variety of subjects. Cushing credits 
Bowen with forty-three brief "Critical l~otices" and 110 
major articles in the North American on such diversified 
subjects as literature (American and European), philosophy, 
theology, biography, history, politics, and economics. His 
fourteen books are on similarly diverse subjects. The 
Dictionary of A1nerican Biography remarlt:s that Bowen "spread 
his energy over ·too many fields to attain supremacy in any 
of them. n37 If Bowen's- failure to specialize did cut short 
his rise to eminenea 9 one would expect that his catholicity 
of interests coupled with his scholarly bacl{ground ,~,ould 
haYe bred in him a kind of cosmopolitan tolerance of the 
new literature. But time after time in the pages of the 
lortb American he refused ewen to consider the validity of 
• ll) 
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regard, like H~llard'~, seems to have been a product of 
' his aristocratic Chris.tian orientation. 
.. 
.. 
. _As .~editQr, Bowen, who se~ms to have been a prodigious 
reader, did much of the literary revie~rlng, no~ only of the 
American Romantics, but, of ti1e Continental as -~llo He 
had a taste for the contemporary French novelist~, and in 
t.he North American he reviewed not r only George Sand, but 
also Alexander Dumas and Paul d.e Kock. Although fascinated 
" 
by these novelists, he also found them offensive to his 
sense of literary propriety. In his review of Pa~l de Kock, 
<'-i,4 
.. ~ 
:._~\~··, 
Bowen states his position on the question of evil and 
unpleasantness in literature,and he reveals one of the key 
tenets of his- conception of the role of literature when he 
says: "It is a noble characteristic of the taste and 
conscience of man, that they require in art a closer adher-
ence to the principles of the beautiful, the just, and the 
right, than we can reasonably expect to b@ e>remplified in 
,_, .. 
nature and lifeo"38 Thus, he expected literature to be 
arr irmati ve, and optimistic--purer than life. Rot an easy 
critic to please p Bov.ren k:neii' enough about the fundamentals 
of literary technique to avoid praising meretricious 
sentimentality. He damned works, however, not on literary 
grounds but in direct proportion to their opposition to 
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T~ia world-view. As rigidly dopaatic in this respect as -
. 
Bowen reviews Emerson's Poems (1847), and thitt~article,·-
~ . 
which also covers eight other new American __ ~poets, is a 
fairly representative example of his critical technique.39 
'( 
Bowen is primarily interested in Emerson and Channing. He 
· begins with this estimate or Emerson: "He is a chartered 
libertine, who has long exercised his prerogative of 'Writing 
enigmas both in prose and verse, sometimes v~rlth meaning in 
them, and sometimes without,--more frequently without" 
(p. 406). 
Emerson's prose essays, however, it' t hey are "always 
enigmatical and frequently absurd in doctrine and sentiment," 
are redeemed, i:n Boiien 's opinion, by "quaint and pithy 
apothegms, dry and humorous satire, studied oddities or 
expression, which make any old thought appear almost as good 
as a new one, and frequent felicities of poetical and 
picturesque diction" (p. 407). 
But Bowen has no patience with many of Emerson's ideas. 
Be thinks them "st~rtling and offensive opinions, drawn 
' 
mostly from systems of metaphysic~ that were long ago 
exploded and forgotten." And he also observes in Emerson 
this disturb.ing duality: "Poet and mystic, humorist and 
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-heretic, the writer seemed·, 011 the one aide, to ai• at a 
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___ _..__ __ ~_ranv:a·1 of Herac-lit-us- -and -P-lotinus, and · on the · ot·her, to··~-·-___.;;;___--·--·-
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' 
be an imitator of Rabalais and Sterne" (p. 40?). Only in 
\ 
. 
. ' 
what he must have intended to be flights or extra~agant 
r 
and jocular· exaggeration did Bowen come c::lose to summing-up 
Blleraon. - .. 
-· 
... 
•· 
lmerson'a poetry,· unredeemed by stylistic charm, leaves 
Bowen eYen colder. It ''puts at defiance all the laws or 
rhythm, metre, grammar and common sense" (p. 406) and is 
"the most prosaic and unintelligible stuff that it has ever 
been our fortune to encounter" (po 407). Bowen tl1en quotes 
from "The Sphinx," after admitting that its riddles are 
beyond him, and· malces this observation: "It matters not 
what portion is extracted, for the 
quite as intelligibly as forwards, and no mortal can trace 
the slightest connection between the verses" ( p. 4.07). 
Bowen goes on· in this jaunty vein. After quoting an 
apostrophe from "~1ithridates," he asks, "Is the man sane· who. 
can deliberately commit to print this fantastic nonsense?" 
He" does concede that some of the poems have an occasional 
worthy line, but "these are like a few costly spices flung 
··into a tub full of dirty and greasy wate1~; they are polluted 
·b.,,. 
I· 
by tr1e medium in which they float, and one cannot pick them 
out without soi.ling his .f~ngers" ( p. 413) • 
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Bowen tinde Channing even ~110ra childish and insip£d" 
-
-~----~------,i-------- -tban--Emerson·, artd· he devt•tes 'so ·much space to these two ·--·-·-· 
poets only because of their popularity "in certain quar-
ters." One of Emerson's admirers is Margaret Fuller, and 
Bowen quotes from her essay, "American· Literature," in 
which she places Emerson at the head of the list 0£ con-
temporary American poets. He disagrees, of course, with 
Miss Fuller and can only conclude that the admirers of 
Bmeraon's poetry are guilty of "perverted taste." 
An interesting contrast to Bowen's reaction to · 
Romanticism is that of Ed~rln Percy \Vhipple, an ex-bank 
clerk whose formal education ended ttihen he graduated from 
high school. 40 As a critic, Whipple was well-known and 
respected not only in Boston, but throughout the nation 
during the 1840's. Rufus Gristi'old included him in Prose 
Writers Qf America (1847) and compared his style with 
Milton 9 s .a11d Addison's. Poe, Hawthorne, and ~erson praised 
\ 
him, and when Emerson could not keep a Lyceu.rn engagement, 
he sent Whipple in his stead. ,lfhipple also belonged to 
the various literary clubs in Boston during the period. 
With Emerson and Lowell in 1849 he helped org~nize the 
short-lived Town and Country Club. In 1847 he was one of 
the original members of the Saturday Club, a. group that 
...• 
included Emerson, Lowell, Holmes, and Longfellow. 
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tn October llt43, Wbipple'a tire-t contribution to the· 
•-----' ----------1 
·worth American, a review ot the Critical~nd Misc_ellaneous 
Writi11:~ 9f Thomas Noon Talfourd appeared. 4l · More interest-··. 
ing, however, is his second article for the North American, 
a revie11 of the second edition o.f Rufus Griswold rts Poets , 
and Poetry of America., 42 Here Whipple comment~ on the 
state of contemporary American literature. Because lfe knows 
that truly consUJrLmate literary genius occurs rarely and~ 
-- ----- ~- - -- - that- a d.istincti ve ·· national literature develops ·slowly, 
-----. -
,- -
Whipple is not unduly disappointed by the rather meager 
achievement of American poetry. There are very few of 
Griswold's poets that Whipple cannot abide; these he does 
~· 
not indicate by name. Many like Charles Sprague, Richard 
Henry Dana, and James Percival, he takes great delight _in, 
while others in Griswold's anthology, like l'lhittier, he 
sees as having great potentiality. But Vlhipple is anything 
but complacento He is both anxious and optimistic about 
the development of a ~sortr1y national literature, one that 
will do justice to this land and its peoples. He thus sets 
forth some of the conditioner the new literature should 
fulfill. ttif we have_ a literature," lr~Jr1ipple asserts, "it 
ahould be a national literature; no feeble or sonorous ebho 
- . 
ot Germany or England, but essentially A·merican in its tone 
and object" (p. 37). Whipple feels that America should 
: I I. 
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haYe a poetry that provides much more than·mere diTersion • 
• ". . I . 
The dema·pds he makes of American poetry indicate not only 
his literary attitudes, but his patriotism, and cheerful _ 
Christian optimism as 'ttell: . 
' 
? 1·fe want a poetry which shall speak in clear, 
loud tones to the people; a poetry which shall make 
us more in love with our native land, by converting 
its ennobling scenery into the images of lofty 
thoughts; which shall give visible form and life to 
the abstract ideas of our i1ritten eonstituti.ons; 
which shall confer upon virtue all the strength of 
principle and. _all tl1e energy of passion; \f1l1icr1 stiall 
disentangle freedom from cant and senseless hyperbole, 
and render it a thi11g of su·ch loveliness and grandeur 
as to justify all self-sacrifice; "tt1hich shall -·mak:e 
us love man· by the new consecrations it sheds on 
his life and destiny; which shall force through the 
thin partitions of conventionalism and expediency; 
vindicate tI1e majesty of reason; give nei;1 poi,1er to 
the voice of conscience 11 and ne"fll vitality to· human 
affection; soften and elevate passion; guide enthu~ 
siasm in a right direction; and speak out in the 
high language of men to a nation of men. (p. 39). 
Whipple did none of the reviewing of the American 
~ 
Romantics for the North American~ It seems clear, however, 
that he would have been far more receptive to the Transcen-
dentalists ""than Bo"r-Jen aJ:1d Felt~on ,,/,ere. In a reviei-1 0£ 
Wordsworth in 1844, he makes probably the friendliest 
reference to the transcendentalist view to appear in the 
North American during Bowen's ten-year editorship .. 43 "It 
is certain," Whipple claims 9 nthat, during the period when 
poetry was most artificial and didactic, the current 
- philosophy was far from being spiritual" (p. 356). With 
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C \lit adyant or ... a ttapiritual philoaophJ"' came a cnrrasponding 
. - -----------------·~------- -- - . -----·------ ... -··. ' - . . ' ,. ' .. \ ,ehange in the nature of the poetry. ''The spirit of 
transcendental speculation, 91 ~~ys lfuipple, . ''deeply infect• 
the poetry of i~Jordst'\forth,. Shelley, Coleridge, Keat_s, and 
Tennyso11n ( Po 3)56·}. This same transcendental impulse, in 
-
. ~ -
Wh-1-pple'-s vi··ew1 inspires ·the best American poetry. 
·----Unlike Bowen, Whipple displays a rather sophisticated 
---·--··-----.----·-··--.---------. --- ··•ompreherlsion o-£ the sources· of the Romantic impulse and 
·,. 
~: ' 
,." " 
Romantic doc·trineo He attributes the revolution in litera-
ture to "the impact of the French Revolutiontt and the 
"tendency in the highest minds toward spiritualism. 
• • 
yaguely called the 'transcendental philosophy 9 o"' In a11mming 
up contemporary poetry \\Thipple hits upon several key 
~ Romantic principles: 
••• the poetry of the present age is distinguished by what may be called its pbilosophical as well as its imaginative character o It grasps at the solution, 
of the darlc problems of man's existence and destiny. It grapples with the doubts and fea~s which perplex the und.erstandingo It, ,~1atches the rnovements of the 
soul, intent on fixing and giving shape to the most fleeting shades of thought and emotion o It is even familiar i,Jitl1 tl1e dark a11d ta11gled paths of meta-physics a Nothing is too humbl® for its love, nothing too lofty for its aspirations (po 358). 
The e}rten't of t\Thipple q s transcendental view can be 
seen in some of his writing' for other journals during the 
period. In a July 1845 review or Griswold's Poets and 
Poetry .Q.f England !.!! the Nineteenth qentury for the American 
<, 
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.... Whipple reveals the curious combination of his spiritualilll, 
'· 
religiosity, and literary enthusiasm.· "The code or 
· ·practical atheism," remarks· WhipplEt, nwhich condemns 
poetry as fantastical, strikes at the very root of morale 
. . 
. 
. --------·~------.... -··· ... and religion; and·· those prudent 111orldlinge t-1ho adopt it 
must have a very dim insight into the ethical significance 
of those words which ?'.epresent the wo;rld as 'living in a .... 
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\, Tain show.• Now, poetry is the protest of genius against 
the unreali,U of actual life. It convicts conv~ntion of 
being false to the nature of things; and it does so by 
perceiving what is real and permanent in man and the ,, 
uniYerse."44 
Perhaps more than any other contri~utor to the Horth 
_J 
Allerican duri.ng Bowen's editorship, \tJhipple displayed a 
keen critical awareness and u11derstanding of contemporary 
literary trends--and a willingness to tolerate them. These 
qualities, which account. for his superiority to Bowen as 
a critic, stem ultimately from his conception of the role 
and basic purpose of literature. Bowen, on the one hand, 
continually implies that literature should const.itute a 
pleasant source of ·1nspiration, entertainment, and enlight .. 
enment, but it should in no irlse produce disagreeable 
emotions, deal with distasteful subjecta, or challenge the 
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premises· upon which s~~iety is base~. In shortt literature 
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to Bowen is ornamental, not fundamental, and_ tolerating an 
unamiable literature is every bit as preposterous as 
" 
putting up -w1ith a grotesque lmick-knaek. Whipple, convarae--
ly, sees literature a.s ha:t7ing, a··vit~rl soc,ial fux1ctiona 
The philosophy of modern poetry, lPJhipple asserts, ''is not 
a dead for·mula, but a living faith, by which the value of 
institutions is to be tested, and in obedience to which _ 
all things must be ruled.n45 With sueh a view, Whipple 
does not proscribe literary subject matter as drastically 
aa Bowen, especially in the social-political realm. 
Speaking again of modern poetrY, Whipple concludes that 
"It is, as it were, the champion of humanity, declaring 
the infinite W<;)rth of the individual soul, and, both in 
anathemas and appeals, striking at all social and political 
deepotisDE" .( p • .358). 
Whipple's obTious co11aitmant to an optimistic: Teraion 
of Romantic individualism largely determined his own 
approach to criticism. Making no distinction between the 
-, artist and his a:rt, he saw each work of literature, in 
true Romantic fashion, as the e~ression of the author's 
whole and unique being. He had little patience, therefore, 
., 
with formal critical systems, which used certain ideal 
-models as a basis for the comparative evaluation of new 
works. Instead, Whipple sought, in his criticism, to judge· 
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. In evaluating the character of an author through his 
works,. Whipple recognized the validity of only the brighter, 
aore optimistic side of l1uman ·experience. He was, of ·-
-
course, more astute than to acc·ept blatantly sentimental 
optimism, b·ut he neYertheless inTariably rejected any 
literature t.inged by gloomy misanthropy and discontent, or 
-------·-·any that ·was preoccupied with the darker side of life. 
These qualities in a literary work were, to Whipple, 
1 eTidence of the author's diseased mind. 
Thus, '"11le ha could recognize and appreciate Byron' a 
pnius and poetic power, he nevertheless regretted "that a 
-poet possessing such 'Wide influence over the heart should 
too often have exercised it in cultivating and honoring 
its base and moody passions;· should have robed sin in 
peauty and conferred dignity on vice • • • should have 
shown such brillia·nt audacity in assaults on the dearest 
interests of society; and, by the force of l1is exa1nple and 
the splendor of his mind, should be able to perpetuate his t 
errors and his vices through many generations to come. n46 
These unpleasant qualities in Byron's writing were, to 
Whipple, evidence of,the author's diseased mind, and in 
summing up· Byron he pointed out· that "the faults of hia 
life blaze out in his verset and glitter on al.most every 
page of his correspondence" (p. 86). 
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North American Review, but in _essays on these authors 
. published elsewhere his aversion £or the melancholic and 
the misanthropic influenced his judgment. In a brief essay 
· on Carlyle's Letter~s of Cromwell, published as an appendix· 
to Essays and Revie_i1s (1850)~ lV'I1ipple takes issue 'ftrl.th 
Carlyle's version of Crorni!\1ell, and he asserts tl1at Carlyle 
is himself obsessed with the perverse. "In his· contempt 
,. 
..... -- .. ,·--
for what he is pleased to call the 'rose colored' sentimen-
ta·lity of those who love peace, and shrink ~rl.th horror from 
rapine and murder," says Whipple, "he hardly seems aware 
. 
that, under the influence of a morbid sentimentality of 
another kind, he himself has come fo~ra.rd to whitewash 
Oliver Crom,vellon47 In a revietJ o·f liai~horne's :f.'Iarble 
Faun for the Atlantic Monthly in 1860, 'Yhipple found in 
Hawt-horne' a mind "an unpleasant something, perhaps a 
ghastly occult perception of deformity and sin in what· 
appeared_ outt~rdly fair and good; so that the r~adar felt 
a· secret dissatisfaction with the disp~sition which 
directed the genius~, even in the homage he awarded to the 
g&nius itself, n48 Whipple could, however, approve and 
'6 
enjoy what was affirmative and optimistic in Carlyle and 
Hawthorne. 
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attitudes and the range of comprehension of the Romantic 
moTement to be found in the i~orth American Review- during 
-the period. 13\lt e..-en, more illuminating than the differenc• . 
.. 
be~ween these two critics are the similarities. For all ,,,. ' . . ' 
-his critical sensitivity and tolerant disposition, \'lhipple 
had essentially the same world-vim~, a:s Bowen; that is, each· 
. 
. aub_scr.ibed to· a .. benign v_ersio_n of C~i~iani ty a~_c:i_ ~~c_l'J.. _________________ _ 
' 
had an unshakable belief in progress. These two convictions 
formed the core of eacl1 man's outlook and serTed as tba 
underlying· premises for whatever conc·lusions· he· drew. 
\,. 
\ 
.. 
The differenee, therefore, between the two critics, is 
one of degree, not of kind; one of temperament, not of 
philosophy. Whipple's optimistic view of man's achievements 
and prospects did riot lead him into the narrow racism that· 
Bowen fell into, and this is the sort of distinction that 
the terms liberal and conservative denote when applied to 
the two critics·. Moreover, Bowen was editor of the North 
American 11hen Whipple first began to ,vrite for it. He is, 
in fact, generally glvex1 credi~c fo:r the addition of Whipple 
to the staff of the Iiorth American, and nineteen or 
Whipple's twenty-three essays for the Review were contrib~ 
uted during B·owen's ten-year aditorshipo It would seem, 
therefore, that Whipple's literary judgments had Bowen's 
tacit approYal.50 
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. The definitions of Romanticism ventured in the Horth 
- --·------
. ··--· .. American ftevi~ during Botven' s ·editor·ship were rather few 
.. 
and brief o Eacl1 ·crit,ic' s conception of the new literature 
Taried according· to his knowledge, sensitivity, and 
temperament. What can be said is that the critics knew or 
- · ··- -· .. ··-- -th·e ~iterary reTolution, but they v:aried considerably in 
- -· . - . - . --- . - ---- .. - - - - . 
their &1;18reness of its scope and implications. Of all the 
-··-. ···-- -· -----·-----------------··-··-··. -· . 
' . 
------··-·-
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!· ' 
critics, ''lhipple was . c·learly the most knowledgeable and 
. . 
sympathetic when it came to eT&luating Romantic literature. 
It was . not Whipple, howeYer, who was assigned the 
task of reviewing Emerson I s ReJ;?resentati ve Men in 1650. 
Instead, Bowen entrusted the taslc to Ce C. Felton, a bold-
oyer from Palfrey's day tiho continued to do much of the 
literary revieY1ing for Bowen.51 The review is hardly 
favorable--Felton seems at this time to have the same 
attitude toward Emerson that he revealed nine years earlier 
in the Christian Examiner--yet there comes, through a distinct 
impression that Felton had been quite taken by Emerson's 
personal charm. A gentler critic than Botvren, Felton seems 
almost to regret having to announce that Emerson's verse -
is whimsical--destined to be short lived--and that "much 
of his prose, too, tl1e product of imitation, unconscious 
I 
,i • 
,· 1 perhaps, of vicious foreign 'models, can scarcely be·-
' .. 
,: ' ...... ~~ - -.- . ···--·"" -·~- ... ., .. ....., --
-~ ---· . . . ._, . . 
' l(j 
~: ... 
expected to survi Te the charm which l1anP-s about·, his person t'.:,") 
and lingers in the magic tones of his voice" ( p. 5~0). 
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Pelton sees Emerson as a, great writer, _if somewhat 
-- -----narrated by his follot~Jera, but superior to Carlyle, at 
any rate, i~1hom he should know better than to copy. The 
__ two particu-lariy offensi~e strains ~n Emerson's i1riting-
namely, his ''air of indifference to all positive opinions" 
- "' "" . .. 
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- · -"-· ·· ..... ,---··· · and1 his "impartiality toiiards all religious systems"--are-
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derived, according to Felton, from German Transcendentalism 
and consequently can be seen as the unfortunate effects of 
- - • - ----- ... ... .• -- - - - • -
- -· ... * Emerson's· a·ttempt to ape Carlyle, his literary hero and 
model. These inflt\encas account for the defects that Felton 
finds in Representative fu1en. He is especially abashed by 
Emerson's sacrilegious equating of Christ and Socrates, and 
he is also disappointed that in the -v1ork "there is no 
method, no unity of effecto" Despite these faults, however, 
Felton finds praiseworthy qualities in Emerson and claims 
that ''there hovers over much of his writing a peculiar and 
original charm, drawn from no source but the delicate and 
beautiful mind or the author himself'' ( p. 521). 
i 
Another or Felton's significant articles during Bowen'• 
editorship is his April 1844 review or Lowell's second 
Tolume of poetry.52 Felton gets underway by speaking, with 
.~, olympian condescension, of the literary climate of the mid 
,. 
I 1840's. "American literarture, n Felton maintains, ''is, in 
many respects, under very unfortunate influences. Many of 
our writers are men 0£ imperfect knowledge,--men whose 
a.t tainment s in letters- are , comparatively speaking, contemp~ .. 
_t-ible. Thein range of thoughts is narrow, and their 
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thoughts themselves- a~e ':feeble. Their conceptions are 
.. -·, . 
indistinct; their imagery wan and·faded; their eXJ)ressiona 
/ .... 
tame and commonplace, or tawdry and- .:arr e·cted" ( p. 284) • 
It becomes obvious that Felton has the Transcenden-
talists in mind as he proceeds. to =fix responsibility for 
the sad state of American letters and finds that Bronson 
Alcott's literary follies can be traced to the Germans---
namely, the writing of Jean Paul Richter--whom Carlyle 
was so um1ise as to imitatee> Felton briefly describes 
the process: "The study. of German became an epidemic 
about the time that Carlyle broke out; the two disorcters 
aggravated each other, and ran through all the stages 
incident to literary affectation, until they assumed their 
worst form and co~on sense breathed its last, as the 
Orphic Sayings came,--those most unmeaning and witless 
effusions" (pp. 284-285). 
Although Felton does not regard Lowell as one or the 
Transcendentalists, he does see in his promising ex-student 
the same dangerous tendencies in that direction that Hillard 
had detected three years earlier. He notes that some of 
Lowell ;s poems are· "tinged some1t1hat tdth the vague specu-
lations which oass current in some circles for philosophy" 
( p. 286). He is also disturbed that Lov,ell keeps positive 
religious views "far in t~e background,'' and in Lowell 'a 
•ione" he sees a certain radical tendency. But he does 
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refer to Lowell as a "young and gif'ted poet" ~with ·an - ·"· ·····-------,---~,,---···· . 
,· excellent ,·,poetical style." ·Like Hillard, Felton ends 
with so many potentially disa.strous literary tempta~ion1. .. 
Felton reyeals his paternalistic concern for Lowell 
·as he closes his review 'With this eombina·tion of wis·hes, 
··- -·--·---. --·- - ... 
. 
advice, and prediction in behalf of the young poet: 
That he will soar above the spirit of coteries; that he will reject the bad taste of cultivating singularities in thought and expression, and. descend· from tl1e clouds of vague phil·osophy and Utopian reforms; that l1e i1ill brace his mind tdth strength-ening knowledge in science, history, and social life; and that he i~rill thus create a noble sphere for the exercise of his fine powers, and give additional lustre to a name already croi,med \trlth the honors of professional, literary, and mercantile eminence; is what l'"1e not only hope, but in the faith of achieve-ments already performed confidently predict and believe (p. 299). 
In the same month that Felton reviewed his poetry, 
Lowell contributed his first article to the North America-n, 
a review of F1~edrika Bremer's novela.53 Before 1850, he_ 
contributed four more articles, reviews of Bulwer-Lytton's 
New Timon ( 184 7) , Disraeli's Tancred ( 184 7) , Bro\vning' s 
Poetry (1848), and Longfello'tt 9s I{avana.u_gh (1849). For 
three :rears after 1850, hoi,:ever, Lo~1ell did not write for 
the Review, because he fell out with Bowen over the latter's 
- stand on the Hungarian question. A member of the Boston--
Harvard community-~having graduated from the college in 
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• 1840.; ... towell succeeded Longfellow as Smith Profesaor or 
- .. ,.-----.,.----·---·---- -
---· ----·-- -· -- -- II!. - Modern Languages there in ·1a5·5, and he followed Andrew P. 
, 
' Peabody as editor of the North American (with Charles 
Sl~ot Norton) in 1863 • 
. 
As a critic, Lowell was free from many of the besetting .~ 
... 
' 
' : .. 
weaknesses that marred the -vJriting of so many of his fellow 
contributors to the riorth American in the 1S40's. His 
sparkling and vdtty prose seems almost out of place in the 
North Americano Bowen, in fact, once called Lowell's 
articles for the Review "too brillianto"54 Loivell's 
criticism, however, is marked by a historical awareness 
even more striking than his style. Lowell escape::d the 
·---
prevailing nationalism. Thus, on the question of a national 
literature, he agreed with Longfellow and did not share the 
common qhauvinistic consternation about our not having ,3 
produced any great men of letterso Almost the 'Whole of his 
· 1849 review of Longfellow's Kavanaugh Lowell devotes to 
the question of a national literature, and he points out 
that the true literary genius occurs only once in several 
centuries; 110 notes too that Shakespeare, who was born just 
' a generation before the early American colonists, must be 
reckoned one of our literary ancestorso55 His historical 
perspective came into play_also in his 1847 review of The-
Bew Timon when -he pointed out the futility or a modern 
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J»C)et 'a imitating. P~pe as .. Bulwer-Lytton had. done. 56 Lowell 
' 
no doubt remembered Hillard's· suggestion that he do the - · -~--·--------....... 
I I 
same. 
_ By 18l,.4 Lowell was over the earlier flirtation with 
Transcendentalism, which led him to contrl bute several 
sonnets to the Dial in ~1641. His enthusiasm for Carlyle 
had waned considerably, and although friendly ~rith Emerson, 
he was by no means a disciple of the older poet. To the 
Transcendentalists, however, he no doubt would have been 
more friendly than Bowen and Felton, but he did not get a 
chance to review any American authors except Longfellow. 
It was not one of the regular writers for the North 
American who reviewed The Scarlet Letter in 1850. Mrs. 
Anne Wales Abbot, a woman now virtually unknown, assesses 
Hawthorne's masterpiece in the Review .. 57 After acknowledg-
\ 
ing Hawthorne's "racy and pungent n style, his originality, 
and his genial feeling, she reveals· her distaste for the 
subject of the novel: "One cannot but wonder, by the way, 
that the master of such a wizard power over language as 
Mr. Ha~rthorne manifests should not choose a less revolting 
subject than this of the Scarlet Letter, to 'Which fine 
writirig seems as inappropriate as fine embroidery" (p. 147). 
As repugnant as the idea or adultery might be to a 
Christian lady, it was not only the subject of The Scarlet 
Letter that distressed Mrs. Abbot. The· whole world of that 
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noYel was quite out or keeping with ~he· world which she 
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knew or rather the world as she was wont to see it.·, 
' . . ' 
l(awthorne was playing· some ~ather nasty tricks on his 
\ 
.readers • . In this novel, the perplexed Mrs. Abbot no·tes, 
• 
"devils. and angels are alike beautiful. 't. .. Like~1ise the 
'\_, 
\,. ~ 
' ',..J-' 
paradoxical notions "that revenge ~Y exist without any 
; . \ - -
overt act of vengeance" and that one who eschews vengeance 
might "be more diabolical in his very forbearance" (po 143) 
than a cold-blooded avenger are prapos·terously at variance 
with Mrso Abbot's moral view. And except for Pearl ( "the 
only genuine and consistent mortal in the book 0 fp. 140), 
the ·characters are disturbingly unreal to the reviewer. rThe 
readerus initial pity for Hester lasts only as long as 
there is some "hope for her soul." ,Alben Hester's humility 
becomes pride "a vague unreality steals by degrees over all 
her most humanizing traits" and she ultimately disappoints 
the read.er, i~I10 vms "looking to behold a Christian" ( p. 140) 
.. -more of Havtcho:t~ne?s devious triclceryc Dinnnesdale is "but 
a changel.ing, an imp in grave apparel," and Chillingworth 
"a pure abstraction at last, a sort of mythical fury" (p. 
142). 
?" l' 
Thus, Hawthorne has turned the world upside down, and 
Mrs. Abbot is neither imaginative enough nor supple enough 
to stand on her head, nor is she willingt like Emerson in 
f· 
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, Nature, to bend oYer and ~ook at the world through her legs. 
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-tatements the ring of undebatable finality, as ~Ji tness 
this pronouncern.en.t on tl,e sienificance of suffering: 
- . I ;, 
.. 
"Mere suffering, aimless and v1ithou·t effect for purification 
or blessing .to_ the soul, we do not find in God's moral 
•i - - -· • ' ' - ••. 
~rld"_ ( p. 141). 
. ' . 
Despite her serious reserYations about the morality or 
The Scarlet Letter, ho~1ever, l~rso Abbot's erlticism ~'is 
., neither sarcastic nor harsI1--o'Wing, no doubt, to the restrain-
ing influences or Christian c·harity and her respect for 
Hawthorne's by then considerable lit.erary reputation. Mrs. 
Abbot w:ro·te only one other article for the North American, a 
·reYiew of some minor lady novelists in 1851. She seems to 
have shared the moralistic dewpoint of .Felton and Bowen 
and their circle. 
Neither Carlyle nor the American Romantics got a wann 
\ 
reception in the North Amari can Revi a1t1 during Bot1en' s editor-
shipo Except for I~1rs O Abbott s revie1r1 of rla1;tGho:rI1e rr all of I ";JI 
the significa11t; articles on Romantic lit~1~a·tu1~e 111ere by 
Bowen and Felton. As the edi~or, Bowen was of course 
responsible fo'r seeing to it that the younger crit.ics, lik·e 
/ 
Lowell and \~hipple, ~,ere not given a chance to evaluate 
the Transcendentalists. He is accountable too for the 
significant omissions, __ of which that of Melville is most 
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· prominent. His name was not aentioned in the North Americ·an 
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Moby-Dick ( 1851) 't~1ent unnot.iced. The only other major 
.American. magazine that overlooked 1'1oby-Dick was the Ladies 
Repositoryo 58 Among some of the other notable unreviewed 
works were Emerson's Essa,y~, Second Series ( 1844) , as ir,re 11 
as Carlyle's Life of John §.t.erling ( 1851). Thoreau's A Week 
-
on the Concord and ~errimack Rivers (1849) was likewise 
overlooked.59 While the book had very little innnediate 
impact on the literary world, Bowen could not haYe helped 
knowing about it. 
Andrew Preston Peabody took oyer the North American 
Review in 1853 t1hen Boi1en became professor of, ~ivil polity· 
at Harvard. A energies, Peabody until 
-
1860 also served as pastor of South Parish Unitarian church 
in Portsmouth, New Hampshiree Although much more theologi~ 
.cally conservative than tl1e average Unitarian of his day, 
he was not at all a dour moralist. Instead, he maintained 
a pleasant, charitablet and optimistic outlook. A cheerful 
religiosity was his most prominent quality. At Harvard, 
where he later served as Plummer Professor of ctu~istian 
Morals, he was fondly known as the "College Saint."60 
Peabody's sweet gentility is reflected in the tone of the 
Review during his editorship. 
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tne·····group \::1ho ,~1rote most of the liter~ary criticism. Although 
Bowen did not do as many of tf1e 1najo_r li te1~ar~t reviews, he 
eontinued to write for the r!orth American after Peabody 
took over, but, for vari?US reasons, a number of the other . 
writers from the 1840's did not contribute as frequently. 
Felton, \fho spent a great deal of time in Europe during· 
the 1850's, wrote only four reviews. \\Thipple wrote three, 
. 
none of them on literature. Hillard' wrote one, and Lowell 
none. 
Peabody, ot course,. did a large share or the reviewing 
himself. A voluminous \~Jriter, he contributed eighty 
articles to the North American Review, thirty=three of them 
between 1852 and 1861. And even more abundan~ ltJas his out-
put of books and pamphlets. After his name, the Harvard 
library catalogue lists 190 titles, on such subjects as 
theology, travel, literature, and biography.,61 The quality 
of his prose, however, does not match the quantity. His 
litera·ry c·riticism, especially, is- undistinguished. Although 
he was responsive.to the positive and cheerful aspects of· 
' 
Romantic literature, he too often t,as guided by l1is blissful 
religiosity and his steadfast faith in progress rather than 
by literary standards. Hence, he rejected out of hand any 
work that smacked of irreverence, misanthropy, or anti-
. social attitudes. 
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·responsible, Peabody reviewed Ha~rthorne's House of Senn 
, , Gables and Blithedale Romanceo62 This· review is tha 
lengthiest treatment of Ha~rthorne in the North Ameriean 
to- date, and. the first four pages of it ·are given over to 
an evaluation o:f HatJthorne 's previous literary record. 
The essence of Hawthorne's genius, Peabody finds, lies 
in his ·magical ability to make the commonplace incident or 
object seem "grand, pathetic, or grotesque, n and liatJthorne 
uses this unique talent to philosophize. ,,1,vitl1 r1im," 
,- ---, ______ .,...-
Peabody observes, "a tale takes the place of an apophthegm; 
an allegory, of a homily; a romance, of an ethical treatise" 
(p. 231). Peabody notices two weaknesses in Hawthorne's 
writing: inept plots and unrealistic dialogue. He 
declares them minor fla~rs,. however, especially the dialogue, 
which is, after all, ''true to fact and feeling." 
Although he seems tolerant enough and more able to 
deal with Hawthorne on strictly literary grounds than Mrs. 
Abbot had been, Peabody too is disturbed~-for reasons of 
dubious critical validity--by The Scarlet Letter. In it, 
Peabody observes, Hawthorne has ,, 
' 
• • • unwittingly defamed the fathers of New England, 
by locating his pictures of gross impurity and 
sacrilegious vice where no shadow of reproach, and no 
breath but of immaculate fame, had eyer rested before. . -.. 
~ ;. 
• 
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He thus has violated one or the. most sacred canons . _ 
... -·-.·····-···------"-----·------~--~-~of.· literary cre-a-t·ion. -·· ····A- .. -writ-er,. · who·· borrows· nothin·g--·------------------------_-·· 
from history, ma3rr, alloT:?J himself an unlimited rane:e ·~ · 
.. , 
. I. • .. ... 
... 
. .. 
in the painting of .cl1aracter; but l1e t;rho selects -a. •' 
well-knoim place and epoch foi~ his fictionp is bound 
· to adjust his fiction to the analogy of fact, and 
especially to refrain :from outraging the memory of ,) 
the dead for the entertainment o~ the living (pp. 232-
233) • 
· It could be demonstrat·ed, of course, that "gross 
impurity" and "sacrilegious vice" had existed in seventeenth 
century Boston, just as they ha·ve existed--in some measure 
--in all places and all times, but Peabody's "sacred canon 
of literary creation" is itself neither sacred nor 
canonical. He implies that Hawthorne erred by not choosing 
some completely fictitious land.--a Brobdingnag or a 
Laputa--or, at least, an actual geographical setting in 
which the seven d.eadly sins 1t1ould be more at home o Peabody 
is moved by an e ,caggerated sens·e of the moral superiority 
of his New England ancestors, an understandable inclination, 
but a hindrance to critical perspicacity, nevertheless. 
When Peabody gets to the Blithedale Romance, he notes 
that the characters are, appropriately enot1gh ~ all abnormal, 
since in our i1ellc=c0111doit1ed nation vrthe Socialist mi.ght 
complain, with some color of reason, that the.only materials 
~ 
for his experiments were insol'1ble precipitates from the 
. r ... 
tft ... 
crystallization or domestic life" (p.-237). 
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Peabody is out ot anpathy with t_he ·very notion of 
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· social reform; hence~ he is pleased with Hawthorne's 
' . -~--~ . ~ ' . ' 
' 
delineation of HollingsvJorth as a, fanatic til10 crushes those 
Mio do not, cooperate in his schemes. He likes Zenobia 
:,, 
. ·, ., /' '_,.. 
· even b~tter, but he is distressed by her suieid,-·, because --': 
. it, ___ is ghastly, unnecessary,: and not plausible. . And it is -.. ---
;. \ "!' 
'i ' . 
·I 
essentially his strong distaste fo1~ socialism that leads . 
him to rank The Blithedale Romance beiow The Scarlet Letter e;;;;.;::w = 
and The I{ouse of Seven Gables., He launches into a two-.. 
page discussion of the evils of collectivization--the 
greate~rt of ,t1l1ich is nhomelessness"--and a blatantly 
,, 
sentimental defense of domesticity. "There are chords of 
sentiment in every heart," says Peabody, "which can respond 
only to the word HOME" ( p. 245) • 
To Thoreau's Walden, Peabody devoted a brief critical 
notice in October 1854.63 So brief is the review that it 
can easily be quoted in its entirety: "The economical 
details and calculations in this book are more curious 
useful; for the author's life in the woods was on too 
narrow a scale to find imitators. But in describing his 
hermitage and his forest. life, he says so many pithy and 
brilliant things, and offers so many piquant, and, we may 
add, so many just, commentB on society as it is, that his 
book is ~1ell ,~1orth the reading, both for its actual contents 
·.- and its suggestive capacity" ( p. 536). 
, 
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Peabody's obserwation that Thoreau's account is not 
--- ······--~=·=-=-ccc=c., ......... ~-a- ·very J)?'SCtiCii gtii.de to··outcfoOr i:f.virig indicates that --------"~-~·:·····:-····· 
c... 
, .. 
· ·to some e,rtent he probably raissed the point of the book--
much as Ei.rerett pretend.eel to miss the point of sa·rtor 
Resartuso But, l1e obviously did enjoy \1alden, and he 
. - \; ________ endorsed Thoreau's world-view, lf!S he undEirstood it •.. Tb.flt_ 
··': 
meager review that he gave to Thoreau's masterpiece, how-
ever, indicates that he by no means considered it to be a 
-really si~nificant work. 
In 1856 Peabody reviews Emerson's English Traits, and 
his criticism again reveals his moralistic outlo0k and a 
. l 
· patriotic dislike of the British.64 He points out that 
Emerson's philosophy ultimately "11eutralizes moral distinc-
tions, eliminates duty and accountability, oblit~era_·tes 
religion, and excludes the conception of a personal and 
'l 
self-c·onscious deity'' ( p. 505) •. Peabody does· concede, 
however, that Emerson's "indifference" is "propitious to 
merely aesthetic obser~vation a11d impression, n and he 
recognizes and admiyes the merits of Emerson's techniques 
even while decrying their tendency toward irreverence. 
"Mr. Emerson,n Peabody explains, "thre,iopenhis own broad, 
rich, delicately organized, and generously cultured intel-
. lect, with an Argus-eyed passiveness, witl1 a receptivity 
\ 
which no emotion or affection ,~1eakened or distorted, to 
· take an exact impress of what he heard and saw" l)>.1 505) • 
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But Emerson ia too much of an.Anglophile for Peabody's 
· ·· · · -~.::::.:.~=:.-:~~----·-:···taste~ . NP dOUbt MOV8d ·by·a liEltlnting inti~.flt:i.~~ ~f .A;;~ic.t a 
~ 
·-----· ···---·-·-·-"·-···"···· 
. ··cultural inferiority, Peabody admonishes Emerson for not ~ 
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balancing his account by mentioning the "pauperism, 
ignorance, a~d crime, aristocratic pretension and plebian 
. . . 
' 
- - . . 6, 
. "" . 
. .... 
. ..... 
sycophancy, sinecure laziness, and under-paid labor" ( p. 505) 
that are so common in England • 
In January 1856 Peabody published a three-page review 
o~ Whitman's Leaves of Grass written by Edward Everett 
------
Hale,65 a nephew of Alexander and Edward Everett, who later 
that year became Pastor of South Congregational Church in 
Boston. In his review--one of the most enthusiastic early 
notices of iv'hitman vs masterpieee--Hale sees l'lhi tman as "an 
American,--one of the roughs,--no sentimentalist,--no 
stander above men and women, or apart from them,--no more 
modest than immodest" (p. 275). Hale especially likes 
Whitman's Preface. He declares that Whitman's "analysis 
of' the genius of the United States" is superior to many 
"more pretentious studies of it" (po-275). As for the 
poetry, Hale finds it "refreshing," and he notes Whitman's 
succass.ful use of "natural languageo n After quoting 
several of Whitman's poems, Hale tempers his praise with 
a slight reserv-ation about the indelicacy of a few 
...1 .. ·- .. -\ 
passages. Although there is nothing in the book "more 
11 
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indelicate than are some passages .in .. Romer," Hale observe·a, 
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L· 
· .should go out of the way to avoid being prudish" ( p. 277). 
Hale contributed other critical articles to the North 
American d.uring Peabody's editorship, .inc.luding reviews or 
. . 
Tennyson's ~1aud and Longfellow's Hiaiiatha. Although he 
was clearly on the side of the Roniantics·, his literary 
criticism is not as interesting as his commentary upon the 
age in which he . lived o I1is reviews are not keenly analyt ... 
ical, and are generally filled out with lengthy excerpts. 
As a younger member of the Harvard~Unitarian community, 
however, he developed a sensitive awareness of the shifts 
in thought taking place in his time. As an older man 
looking b:tck at the Harvard of 1839, he declared, "Like all 
c·ollege boys at their graduation, I was sternly old-school; 
thought Mr. Emerson half crazy; disliked abolition; 
doubted as to total abstinence, and in general, followed 
~he advice of my Cambridge teachers, who were from the 
President down to janitor, all a hundred years behind_ their 
"66 
,time. 
Hale's youthful exposure to the Bostoni~n conservatism 
seems to have effectively immunized him from many of the 
prevailing aesthetic ills, especially the tendency to 
I 
oTeremphasize good taste and decorum. Of the nine members 
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recognized 1,fuitman's greatness~·-· l-Jhipple's jest that 
Whitman . ".had every leaf but the fi.g--iea£tt67 no doubt 
reflected the opinion of the 'res·t· of the groupg \rthich 
- .. .. . . - . ---·-=--=-- ---------· 
included Lowell, Hoimes, Longfellow, and John Lathrop 
Motely • 
./ 
. 
-- A frequent contributor to the North American during 
Peabody's editorship was Henry Theodore Tuckerman. 
Bet-ween 1854 and 1860 he contributed fifteen reviews, six 
of them on literature 9 the remainder on biography and 
tr~vel. Tuckerman's sympathetic understanding of Romanticism 
is best revealed in his review of Evart and George· 
Duyckinck's Cvclopaedia of America~ Literature. 68 He 
refers to German literature of the eighteenth century as 
"that extraordinary flo,~1ering of genius, u and he notes 
the generally beneficial influence of Goethe, Schiller, 
and Richter--through the agency of Carlyle--upon American 
writers, especially Emerson. While he finds much to praise 
in Emerson 9 Tuclcerman ,,oices some of ·che customary objec-
tions to ·tr1e A1nerric,a11 poe-te3philosopl1er. His itemization 
of Emerson's faults, however, lacks Bcw·en's sting, and he 
does not emphasizEt Emerson's· irreverence as much as Peabody 
did. After c0Il'll11ending Emerson for his ''cha:rm, 11 naphoristic 
aloquenc.e'' and "style," Tuckerman observes that "while 
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eordia'tly·· admitting these merits,. we must acknowledge 
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I that a hab~t of vagrant speculation, ~a love of saying :_ · _,. -·· _________ -~---- _ .. 
. . ' 
· things to as.-tonish, a studied peculiarity of expression, 
and certain odd graces o:f style., evince of themselves 
· rather premeditated eccentri-eity- than-,tieep convictions-" 
(pp. 343-344). Tuckerman also praises Hawthorne, calling 
- - -- --~---- - . ' ---·---- -·- · __ 
him nthe only writer who has bravely tried the traditions 
and primitive character of New England in the crucible 
or analytical imagination" ( p. 346) • 
,. During _the late 1850's Charles Carroll Everett, a 
first cousin of Edward and Alexander Everett, began 
writing for the Review. Easily the most Romantic of the 
writers for the Review, Everett had studied in German 
universities, where he became a c~nfirmed disciple of 
Hegelian thought. From 1857 to 1859 he was a student at 
Harvard Divinity Schoolt and in 1869, after ten years as 
pastor of a Unitarian Church in Bangor, Maine, he became 
Bussey Professor of Theology at Harvard·. Despite his 
religious orientation,. however, the predominating 
influence of his German education. lrapt l1irn from being a 
merely moralistic critic in the manner of Peabody. 
In reviews of Ruskin, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and 
Tennyson, Everett applied Hegel's epochal view of aesthetic 
development to the individual artist.69 As Hegel saw it, 
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spiritual quality of the art of each period. In the 
symbolic period, spirit was subordinate and obscured by 
the material. In the classic period, t·he spiritual and 
··t-he real were in .balanced fusion. In the. romantic period, 
the spiritual elements predominated. Everett's most concise 
statement of his conce·pt of Hegel's epochal view occurs in 
his article on Elizabeth Brown;11~ \"-. J 
... , .,• ~; (/ 
! -__ /; It is interesting to see the proeessea of history 
"peated in the individual, as to a certain extent they must be., The embryonic man passes tl1rough all , the forms of lower life to attain to the highero To 
our childhood the sun rose and sank, and the stars 
revolved about tl1e seeming plane of the ,t1orld, as 
they did in the ancientso Thus the development of the individual artist exhibits very often the three 
periods by "tl1l1ich art attained to its present position. At first,, ll'Jhe11 he awal,ces to spiritual truths they loom about him, vast and sl1adoi~ry o His n1ind cannot 
completely grasp themo It has itseir no fixed stand-point from vil1icl1 to su1~ey them o All is vagt.,ie and 
unsettledo l-fis life and the structu:r~e of~ I1is 1rJOrks 
will part.alee of this same character o They i:tlll te to 
a deg~ee formless, and, so far as they seek to 
represent the l1igher spiri~tual t1~uths $1 S:l}!!bo~ical. This is the wild ferment that is seen~ for instance, in the Robbex~s· of Schiller 9 ivhere lilS n1eet gigantic 
shadoi~Js instead of meno Vle find tt1e same i11 the view 
of life exhibited i11 tl1e Sorrov,s of 1llerthero This period, ho~Jever 9 passes; the poet, obtai11s a clearer 
viei1 of truth, a11d co:r1sequently a mor)e per'tfect command 
over the expression of ito The rudeness of the 
material yields to l1is labor v and ans·hre1~s to the beau·ty of l1is tl1ougr1t o Tr10 era thus reached is that 
correspondi11g to the one in i~,r1ich t~l1e classic art of the Greeks flourishedo It v;ould be easy to sho,tlsi for instance, how the Iphigenia of Goethe differs from 
the Grecian drama; it would be no less easy to show 
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that it resembles it more· nearly than most:, or hie 
.................. ~r--···--···-------~---····--\.< .. : ..... g~h~~ writings. Wl)~n the artist has acquired this perfect command of materi'al witl1 't·ihich "he "ha's' tcr···'··-·····:.~~·----· --· .. --.. , .. ,., ... _____ .. 1..., __ ...... . 
,._j.,," work, if his intellectual and spi:ritual development ~ 
con_tinue, th.is latter begins ·to influe11ce his oro-
duetion more and unors o The difficulties that he had 
met in t~he matter of out,~·1ard foI"iD being subdued, 
--- .. ~----·--'- .... ---·-·- .
. ,. -· ··- .. 
this retires more and more into the back~roundo He 
demands simply a n1edium for the connnunication of his 
thought, Bl11d no longer requires that this sl1ou ld 
reflec~t its beautyo The Faust of Go-ethe furnishes a 
fine eJrample of the last-named class of t"\forks, in 
which the principle of modern or roma.ntic art is 
_ __, ' -- . ---·---
·----.. - -
' ' 
first fully·e~hibited.70 
·· · Byerett saw the· roma-ntic per-iod, He.gel's. third stage,_ 
as the triumphant culmination of the aesthetic~development 
of the race and the individual artist. Thus, "Aurora Leigh," 
one of Elizabeth Bro-vming' s later poems, represented "her 
whole past life, with its main griefs and disappointments, 
wit·h its inspiration and its failures, and with its final 
crown of love and joy'' ( p. 431). Likewise, Everett saw 
his o~m age as the romantic period, and he frequently 
expressed his fondness for the German Romantics who had 
.·.Pl.. 
ushered in the new era. Everett did not revie,t, the American 
Romantics for the North American, but he incidentally 
revealed his admiratior1 for rJia1~garet Fuller and Emerson. 
In his article on Brotrming r10 1~efers to F12 argaret Fuller as 
a "genius," anq in his Ruskin article he quotes Emerson's 
"Each·and All"--to demonstrate the eTanescence of nature--
and calls it a ''beautiful poem." \'lhatever the shortcomings 
of a critical method based on Hegelian aesthetics·, Everett's 
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uae of this technique made his reviewa rea.dable and_________________ ... 
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interesting. If his attempt to fit an author into the 
Hege ~ia.n scheme \111as too rigidly doctrinaire, it neverthe .. 
· less was an anal:ytieal method. In using it Everett 
avoided the moralistic approach and the taboos against 
. • I • 
misanthropy and anti~social themes. 
Another exponent of German literature and philosophy 
who began to contribttte to the North American under Pea-body-··-
was Frederick Henry Hedge, a Unitarian minister, who became 
wall grounded in Kant, Fichte, and Schelling during a stay 
in Germany as a young man. Hedge is best l<no1P1J1 today as 
one of the founders, with Emerson and George Ripley, of 
the American Transcendental movement. He did not l'lrite 
for the Review during the heyday of Transcendentalism, a 
period t1hen his theological positibn, like Emerson's, was 
much too heretical for the conservative Unitarian~ 'Who 
· controlled the North American. Thus, his appearance in 
the journal in 1856 indicates that the once heated con-
troversy between the liberal and conservative Unitarians 
had cooled considerably, and this change is reflected in 
,/ 
·the literary criticism of the North American~ since those 
. 
who had been identified with Transcendentalism ware no 
longer excluded. 
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Hedge contributed. essays . on Margaret Fuller and Goethe ~~.... ;·, 
~ . ·1 
' ••.•• ·- • ----.····-··-·····--·· .................. - ................ - ·····-······· ..•••. , .. .1 .•......•••.•..••••.•. ·······-·····-· ·········-··-·--·-------~ ... --.. ~-i-----' 
to ·the Review in 1.856 ~ He has high· praise fo.r l\iargaret ' 
Fuller, who had been his close friend. 71 Although she 
lacked the ''concentrat~on and singleness of purpose" · 
., ------- -----.------·--·-··. ··--- -· -· ...... -· -·-~ . -- ..... ~,J:'l, ·---- _· .... ... •• ...•• _,. - . ,· -.-· .. ,. . • - - .... ·-~· ·- • • . - • ••••.. .. - . • . - ...... ··-· - --- ' ' I.:-• :"_ 
-------·-- -· reqii:tr'ed. to produce a masterpiece, she neverthe~ess _turned 
.... .. "t"' • ~- ' ... 
... -· 
' lo 
• 
p~t a nuritber of excellent brief critical essays; especially 
those on Goethe,. Hedge maintains., In a review of Go H. 
Lewes' Life and Works of Goethe,72 Hedge predictably 
reveals his great admiration for the German poet, but, more 
' 
than that, his comments indicate that he was not one of 
the moralistic critics. Even such an ardent admirer or 
Goethe as Longfel](ow had certain reservations about the 
-
morality of the German poet. Hedge mentions Geothe's 
reputation as a "selfish and heartless rnonster," but he 
predicts that "the time must come when the greatest poet 
of his age will be judged no longer by court gossip and 
the misrepresentations 0£ party spite, but by his works. 
'And when so judged he will assuredly--even as a moral 
nature--be esteemed 'very highly for his l«>rk's sake'" 
(p. 568). 
The appearance of Charles Everett and Frederick Hedge 
in the North American Rev~ represents a major departure 
from previous editorial policies that can be seen also in 
a number of other literary reviews that Peabody publ'ished • 
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ltot only '"',re there nelf r7viewers, but the,r~-~4'-~'!t_$.U_b~ _ --··-·-····"·· ,... .... . . . 
• jects and attitudes as well. In 1853, A~:thur Hugh ·c1ough, 
an English poet who was very fond of Emerson, revie"v1S 
. Mathew Arnold's first t~10 volumes .of poetry, EmEedocles on 
!tna, and! Straved Reveller.73 Clough finds Arnold's 
poetry unnecessarily obscure, but he sees in Arnol.d a·great-
poet in the making. In a laudatory article on Victor. 
Hugo, 7!., Ainsworth Rand Spofford, a librarian from Cincin-
nati, challenges the notion that Byron and Shelley were 
guilty of bad taste in "their wide departure, both in 
subject and style, from the classic models." Spofford 
claims that "no greater service has in modern times been 
rendered to art than the widening of the domain of poetry 
by these very ,~1riters" ( p. 338). In October 1856 a Mrs. 
E. Vale Smith wrote the first review of Poe to appear in 
( the North American.75 From Mrs. Smith, however, Poe gets 
only recognition, not acceptance. "Rather than remember 
all, we ,;ould forget all that he has written" ( Po 455), 
Mrs. Smith concludes. In April 1859 Osmond Tiffany reviews 
Carlyle's Life of Frederick the Great,76 and he regrets 
that the "Carlylesen style trill force students interested 
in Frederick to read digests of Carlyle's account in 
',, 
periodicals. Tiffany's· review is such a digest. He 
. enjoys the Life of Frederick despite Carlyle's stylistic ---
. 
-
idiosY!lcrasies, however. Tiffany thanks Carlyle for his 
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. "great work" and commends him for his "careful research,_ 
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profo~d phi-losophy, picturesque and vivid. description, 
. 1)• 
. 
and. inexhaustible wit" {p. 547). . (-
... 
. . 
In Aprtl 1860 Charles Cord Smith ireviews Hawthorne's 
------ - --- ~-
- - -
- ' - . -- -
' 
Marble Faun. 77 The critical notice, scarcely more than a 
page long, yields little of interestQ Smith refers the 
reader to Peabody's article an Hawthorne in the January 185) 
number of the Review for background information; then he 
proceeds to examine The l\iarble Faun. For mainly stylistic 
reasons he finds it superior to Hawthorne vs previous novels, 
and he also finds its tone more "healthful." On the nega-
tive wide, he notes that the plot- is "too intricate'' and 
that the book leaves "an i~pression of incompleteness." 
He does not, of course, go into any great detail on the 
novel's merits or faults. It seems, however, that so far 
as Hawthorne is concerned, Smith is of the same mind as 
Mrs. Abbot and Peabody, and his critical approach is essen-
tially the same as theirs. 
On the whole Peabod.y, as editor of the North American 
Review, gave the Romantics a kinder reception and more 
extensive coverage than Bowen or Palfrey had given them. 
There \·1ere, ho,~1ever, a feij\1 note,rvorthy -v1orl<:s that ~,ent 
unreviewed. Neither Melville's Piazza Tales ( 1856) nor hie 
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The Confidence Man ·( 1657) were reviewed. His name again . 
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went unment,ioned in t~e Revie,~l. The only other s ignifica·nt, 
work to go unnoticed was Emerson's The Conduct of Life 
C'l.860). 
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s,1mming up the overall attitude toward llomanticism. 
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expressed in the North American Review during the period 
--,,, 
--ts complicated by the number of critics to be taken···into 
' 
considera.tion and by the fact that Romantic literature 
transcends national bot1ndaries and inc 1.udes a wide variety 
of literary styles and themes. It is possible, neverthe~ 
less, to make a few qualif·ied generali.zations on the sub-
ject, in that the critics were in many respects of one 
mind, and none of them deviated much from the position of 
the editor, who not only made the assignments but also had 
the right to refuse to print what was widely at variance 
with his own opinions. Moreover, for all its diversity, 
Romantic literature does have an identifiable common 
essence. 
(: The critics were most nearly unanimous in their 
., 
religious outlook. Virtually all of them 'tti1ere devout 
Unitarians; many were clergyn1en. And their religiosity 
accounts for the key·principle of their criticism; that 
is, literature should not contain anything contrary to 
established religion a11d conventional morality. Although 
the critics did not insist upon a didactic literature, 
. 
) 
they did demand that religion be treated with reverential 
respect, and they 'Witre quick to condemn any work that 
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explicitly or implicitly treated religion ae· lees than 
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the most necessary, t'}1,ortht1hile, an·d unassai_lable institu-
, 
.. 
I 
-· 
tion. Likewise, any t·1orlt tha.t .failed to affirm conventionaiaa-....... 1----
morality was by virtue of that fact bad ].iterature. The 
religious and moral standards were, of course, relative-·-. 
b 
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what was irreyerent to one cri~ic might have been ·1nnocuous. 
to another. The question of morality elicited a variety 
of responses. Anne lJ'lales Abbot, for instance, in objecting 
to the subject of The Scarlet Letter, is merely prudish. 
Frederick Hedge, on the other hand, applies a much more 
profound version of the moral standard to Goethe \ihen he 
says that, properly understood, Goethe vs seemingly perni-
cious works are indeed moral. All too often, however, the 
critics were more prudish than profound. 
The optimistic quality of the critics·' religious 
eonvictions accounted for their insistence that literature 
present an affirmative a1:1d cl1eerful account of ~cl1e htunan 
conditione Misanthropy, in their estimation, vitiated 
literature by rendering it untrue to life. Such an outlool 
obviously coincided with the prevailing belief in progress. 
The wri~ers of the North American were homogeneous 
in other ways that affected their literary criticism. 
Nearly all of them were professional men--ministers, 
professors, and lawyers--wbo shared common social and 
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educational bae~grounds. They conceived of themselves aa -- . - ~ ...... -- .. ~ .. ---- - ., . 
• j 
·j 
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a social, intellectual, and cultural elite. Indeed, they 
_did constitute 1,"suc_h an aristocracy, and they had ·a 
paternalistic concern for the welfare--as they understood 
' ·-···--·· - -·~····~------ --~--·"' 
·· ----- it--of society as a· tvholeei ·trheir solicitude amounted to a 
,, . 
,, 
/-.. 
~ 
' 
· fixed determination to maintain the sta·tus quo. 
" 
Hence, 
they insisted that literature contain·nothing that reflected 
unfavorably upon the prevailing· social and economic order. 
As·a corollary of this anti-radical principle, they 
preferred literature that emphasized man's social involve-
ment and responsibility rather than that which focused 
upon his unique individuality, as Romantic literature 
·~requently did. 
In the realm or aesthetic sensibility, the critics 
were not as much of one mind. They were in accord, how-
eTer, in condemning idiosyncratic and obscure styles, and 
they had 11,ttle patienc·e ~nth mysticism, a label they 
' ' 
applied to 1:vriting tl1at to them vras not irranediately com .. 
prehensible. These ~rt,rictures ·too were relative. -The 
application or them depended upon the critic's sensitivity 
and perception, --.d over the years the influence of these 
taboos diminishede By thet time of Peabody's editorship, 
most o.f the critics were much more tolerant. Despite the 
.. 
conservatism of the older critics, however, they could 
1 hardly be c.alled Neo-Classicists. A few of them--namely, 
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Pelton, Hillard, and Bowen--admired the polished perfection 
--··---·-----..,,._· 
- ··• " 
... ·-----=--~ 'r-· . -··-··· 
of the poetry of Pope and other eighteenth century poets .• 
Bu~ even tI1ese critics had· tired somewhat of c,ouplets 1~ 
, 
... ~- .. ~--
- -
' . 
. - ,, --- -
- ------. -------
,., i~bic pentameter, and, while they o:ften deplored the 
illiperfection of much contemporary poetry, they did ·not 
insist on a strict adherence to conventional poetic forms. 
'' Ae long as an author's work remained intelligible, the 
critics were willing to grant hirp much more liberty with 
form than with content •. All the critics, in fact, advocated 
originality in literature, originality,. that ts, within 
the limits 0£ their literary canons. 
Thus, the predomin&ting critical attitudes did not 
rule out Romanticism per se. Dynamic organieism, the 
central principle of Romanticism, tra.s not necessarily 
incompatible with_ the standards applied by the critics, 
most of whom thought of Romanticism as an essentially sound 
literary mod~, that had been on occasion abused. They 
c·onsidered those Romantic works of which ·they did not 
approve to be examples of excessive or nsuperheated'' 
Romanticism, and they did not refer to the American 
Trans·eendentalists as Romantics. Hence, the term Romantic 
maintained a more or less. honorific connotat·io,n with them, 
eyen though they he~d much Romantic literature in disrepute. 
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· With t·heir optimistic Christianity, belief in progress, 
and cultural pride, the critics found tl1e concept of 
Romanticism to be compatible, since it represented to 
112 
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them the cultural flowering of Aryan Christianity. 
· For the most ·.part, however, not many Romantic authors 
.. fared ,1ell in the North American Review. \'lith the excep ... 
tion of tbe much-admired V/alter Scott and Wordsworth, 
Tirtually all of the important Romanti·cs violated one or 
more of the prevailing critical doctrineso Ha~tthorne, the 
aoet,-favored of the American Romantics, was taken to task 
for his subject matter and his sometimes gloomy outlook. 
Emerson, on the whole, 'Was too irreverent, affected, and 
obscure. Byron was seen as the most pernicious v1.riter or 
all, although the critics generally acknowledged his 
literary talent. ca.~lyle's style was mainly responsible 
tor alienating the critics. The German and French Roman-
,,, tics ,~ere maligned for their irreverence and radicalism, 
less· often for their style. 
.... 
.. 
- If 
Individual differences among the critics and the 
influx of new critics during Peabody's editorship neces-
sitate some qualifications of the foregoing conclusions, 
however. Alexa·nder Everett, a. maverick in many respects, 
did appreciate Carlyle. Edwin Whipple, a critic who 
f. ·, 
lacked the standard aristocratic background and Harvard 
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•ducation, waa m4Qch more _underata;nding ot on than any 
•' 
. 
of the other critics had been. A number of the younger 
men who wrote the literary criticism during Peabody's 
editorship 1:1ere 1nore tolerant· of styles and mystical 
content, and they did not have such superficial notions 
of the morality of the works that they appraisedo Edward 
Hale, ~o at an· earlier age had. been very conscious of 
the conservatism of his eldet1,s, er ould approve of \\Thi tman' s 
Leaves of Grass, and he regarded the indelicate expressions 
not as major flaws but as merely minor blemishes in 
Whitman's masterpiece. Certainly, Frederick Hedge a·nd 
Charles Everett~ both avid students of German literature 
and philosophy, had nothing· against what earlier critics 
would have called "mystical" writing. As .for Peabody 
himself, if he could not be enthusiastic about Emerson, 
he did write a favorable review of Thoreau's Walden, 
though its extreme brevity suggested that he did not think 
the work very important. Between 1853 and 1S60s then, the 
Revie~, ,v-as more favorably disposed toward Ro1nantic litera-
ture ~thar1 it had been since Alexander Everett relinquished 
the editorship in ,1836 • 
. The response or the writers or the North American to . ., 
Romanticism points ~p an intriguing paradox~ lArhile the 
i> 
critics seemed to have the highest possible regard for 
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1:lterature, they did not belieTe in lit_erary art ror its 
~====::::=:=:....=.. - 9WD sake. Rather they made literature subservient¥ to 
their self-esteem and their philosophical outlook. They 
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·craved a national literature, not so much because it would 
·offer a profound arid objective insfght into themselves~ 
, but primarily because it would give them a cultural 
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identity and make Europe, especially the· British, take 
notice. They experted literature to reaffirm their world .. _ 
\ ·, . 
view, but worthwhile liter~ture has always challenged 
'\' 
man's illusions. So it is that many of the ~,orlcs that are \ 
revered in later ages are resented in their own time--when 
the illusions are indispensable, as they so often were 
to the writers of the North American. 
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Chapter I • 
~ . . 
....... · · ·· -"., ... ~.,-,.~-.. ~H·-=--·~~-~~-·-···· .. ···~·· .. ·· ·· .. lttran1c .. tutner Mott ,~ · ! · Jt! ~~,<?tl: 9f ·American -~--- · ~nes --=-
. · II (Cambridge,. 1938) 11 220~2210. In acknowledging Re various 
eources o.f historical data on tl1e flortl1 American Re:,y_:i..ev/l ~ I 
---------~-- e-ite the most co·nveniently detailed account in each i11stance. 
, • I 2Herbert B,a1rt~~r Adams 9 Life and Writings of Jared 
_ Sparks, I (Bos~ton 9 1893) 9 287 o . · 
" 
' 
... ___ _ _ . .3unlass otherwise noted, my S'OUrce of historical . . 
·---·-1nr·orrilEit·i-ori · ··o·tf ···Ame-ri carf ·magazines ot·her ·· than the· ·North·-·--·- - -- -- --· -.. -·-.----- · ·· ··--··-
Amari can It:ev:i~~! is Fj1ott ~ s Hi story, Vols o I and II o · · · ,. ·· , · · ·· · ·· - · -- - · 
4P:rescott made ·these com1flents on the Reviei1 in a .letter 
to Gardiner dated October 4fl 1837 o Tl1e portion of the letter 
bearing on the Revielf1 appears in George Tieknorvs Life of 
William .Hicitling Prescott (Boston, 1664), p. ~38n. 
5Adams 9 I 9 233. 
6Quoted from the Edinburgh Reriew 9% Algernon Tassin (The Ma·gazine in America Zff'ew ,,ork, 1912/, p. 37). 
7 Adams 51 I SJ 265 • 
8aef ore 1868 artic las in the North American ware · 
unsignede To identify the authors t used William Cushing'• 
Index to the North American Review, 181~-1877 (Cambridge, 
1878J o-
9census figures in this paper are from Historical 
Statistics- of the United States·, Colonial Times to 195.7, 
· eompiled bythe u. s. Bure~ of the Census (Washington, 
D. c., 1960)0 . 
10Jhese figures are based on national averages for the 
period in various industries and trades as estimated by 
Carroll Do 1~Jright in The Indus~ritl Revolution !!l the United 
States (l\J@ii Yorl< 9 1897T; PPo 215=228 r.) . 
llThe state of the fin® arts during the period is 
described by Harvey Wish in Soc~et:! !nd Thought .Y! Early 
America (New York, 1950,), PP~ 410-4780 
' 
12naoston Academy of Music," HAR, XLIII (July 1836), 
53. 
l)"The Present and Future of American Art," BAR, 
LIIXIII (July 1856), 84~96. 
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14second aildaubsequent rere!"encea t~ 1pecitic pages 
~--______,·----or articles in the North American Review will· be cited in---------• h 
··~-----4-~-·-·-············ .... -" -·. .. - --- .... ~-- . . -. -_· ··----·-·v e t 8J:tt O ·- ' . . .. ' .. . . . .. .. ... . . -· - ·---·--· ... ' - ... - . . -··-- ... , ...... --- - --·---·- - __ ._·· "'-·':::-··--
r 
l 
.. !: 
I 
l 
II 
l 5Fra nk Luther Mc{tt describes the inception of "cheap 
--- publishing" in -~O~Q~l! ~iultitudes (New York, 19•7), pp. 76-19-. --------- ---~-
16,iott History I, 581. p ._.,, - _, "·- g 
.. - .. - - -- ·--------------.---- - ------· __., ·- ------ ---- -- -~- .. --------------- -~· -
17NAR., LIX (July 1844) • .33. 
~• - . 
. -~ ..... ~·,. -~ ... - .. ~ -·····--··--· ........ ' ..... 
18stanl~y M. Vogel, Gel"D!an Literary Influences on tbe 
Aaerican Transcendentalists ('Je"t1 HaTen, 1955), Po 15. 
19orie w. Long, lt-i~era.r:y; Pioneers (Cambridge, 1935), 
p. 238n • 
20i,ong, pp. 127-130. 
"·-ii Vogel, Po 19. 
22nRepresentative Men," IIAR, LXI (April 1650), 521. 
23ntyell's Second Visit to America,'r NAR, LXIX (October 
1849), 3380 In 1863 Lyell drm~1 an even more pained response 
from_ the_-. __ Am9-rican ~eologist,., Co Ho Hitchco~lr ( nJln~iquity of 
Man, n ~~f!.» )tCVII L0ctober 1Sol7 ~ 451-483} P v11yell is one of 
those pfiiloaophers t1ho are determined to devise theories 
for the explanation of every phenomenon in the mental and 
physical world without reference to the creating and 
controlling hana of the Deity'' (473-474), Iiitchcock lamented. 
' 
24nHugh Miller and Popular Science," NAR, LXXIII (October 1851), 448-473. · 
I 
. - . -- -- ... .., ____ _ 
25All biogr8phical information, unless otherwise 
indicated, is ~a ken from the Diction~r:Y of American BiograehI (Rew Yorkv 192o=l936)o 
26-~ Thornas Ctw1ing I1all takes special note of the signifi-
cance of Unitarianisra and claims that ''the intellectual li:fe, 
not only of r~atl Engla11d but of tl1e tinole no:r·thet"i1 part of 
the United States~ t1asr from th@ yea?") 1800 completely under 
the si~:ay of Uniicarian religious movement, in as fax~ a.s ar1y 
religiou_s _teacl1i __ ng comt1anded eollmon ass_..:ei1_ to Ii\' ( 11T~® Re.lJ.,ious 
Backgroun.d. ot Am.e~icar1 Culture .!J!eiq Yoi~tcv 193Q7 9 Po 213 • 
27,rJl1ile 'ti1e populat,ion doubled 9 IDl~mbe1~sl-1ip in tl1a Methodist; cliurcht almost trebled, going from 655,000 in 183S 
to_ 1,661,000 in 1860 (Historical Statistics 2l_ the Unit·ed 
States, p. 229). 
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· · · 28•The Pro~ess of Society," IIAR, XXXVI (April 163.3), 
419. ·I \ 
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1624), 40-90. . . ·. . . · 
30nTh@ Possible Amelioration et Slavery," BAR, 
~ LXXVII ( October 1853 J , 466-493. · 
Jlnt~athaniel Hawthorne " NAR LXXVI (January 1853) ,- ___ -. 227-248 0 . ,. . .. . , ' 
32Arthur ·schlesinger, Jr. briefly discusses tti'e . ~· 
political character of the major magazines of the time in~ 
his essay "Jack:sonian Democracy and Literature" (The Ae 
of Jackson ffioston 9 194Q7, PPo 369~)90)0 
33Qt1oted b}f? Bo Bernard Cohen ( 0 Edward Everett and 
Hawthorne's Removal from the Salem Custom House," AL, 
XXVII .[f.9527, 246)0 .. 
34The political-literary disputes, which centered in 
Rew York, are dealt ,dth by John Stafford in The Li~erary 
Criticism~~£ !q,u;~g America (Berkeley 9 1952) and by Perry 
Miller in The Raven ~~1 the Whale (New York, 1956}0 
35,'The Effects of Machinery," NAR, XXXIV {January 
183 2 ) p 220c=246 0 
36nThe Life and Poetry of Wordsworth," IAR, LXXIII 
(October 1851), 473-495. 
37Quoted by Arthur Ao Eldrch, Jr. in The Idea of 
. Progress in Amer~ica 0 ~815c,1860 (New York, N4), pp. 86-87. 
3 8 nr11e Present and Fu·ture of American Art, n HAR, 
LXXXIII (July 1856) 9 95€>96o 
39In r~1ai11 Curren!,s of American :rhough~ (New York, 
1927·) S' Parrington titles the volume dealing with the period 
1600-1860 Tl110 Ron1a.nt,ic Revolutio11 i11 America. 
-
-
. 
. 4il!liii:IIIIII 
40PMLA~ LXVI (March 1951), 5-23. 
"II •. 
41Arthux~ Oo Lovejoy discusses the philosophical 
deYelopment of ·this parado::.r in ''Romanticism and the Principle 
of Plenitude" (Chapter X in The Great C·hain of Beipg · . 
ffiambridge, 1951], pp. 288-314). 
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. 43 11critical IdeaS in the North American Review, 1815-1665'' (I·~orthi01este:rn University~;p19431g·;-= ~Streeter published 
the conclusions of tr1e first portion of l1is study ("Association Psychology and Literary Nationalism in the 
North American Review," AL, XVII /59427, 243~254). 
;.·,.1••··-~-
:, 
Chapter II 
l"Phi Beta Kappa Orations," MAR, XXIV (January llt27), 
129-141. 
2nEarly Literature of Modern Europe," NAR, XXXVIII (January 1834), 176. . 
)The translation was Edward's idea. Alexander agreed, 
but the project was never undertaken. Edward's letters to 
Alexander, in which he proposes the scheme, have been 
published. by Orie w. Long· in Literary Pioneen~"bsP PPc 66-67. 
4ntife and. ivritin·gs of Schiller, n IiAR 9 XVI (April 1823), 397-425 o Everett's, essays for the North American Reviet1 and 
other magazines triere collected and publishe.d in two volumes 
by his nephew, Edward Everett HaleJ under the title Critical 
and Miscellaneous Essays (1845-184b). 
51n the t'Lassachusetts gubernatorial contest in 1839, 
Alexander supported Mareus Morton, his brother's Democratic 
opponent, and his endorsement made the crucial difference 
in 1'1orton ° s famous one,::;.vote victory o The episode is 
described by Paul Ro F1:~o~thingham in Edi·rard Everat"t: Orator 
and Statesman (Boston, 1925), PPo 154-1550 
611Thomas Carlyle»" .N,AI!» XLI (October 1835), 454-482. 
Everett 1~evie\·Jad th0 1834 London pri11ting f1~om Fi:.aser' s 
Magazi~e o 011ly fif~cy=-eigl1t, eop_~es \"Jere issued TCharles F. 
Harrold 9 edo, Sartor Resartus /flev1 Yor!{!? 1937'7!1) Po lxiii). 
The first American edition of Sartor appearea in 18360 
7The Correspondence of Thomas Carlrle and Ralph Waldo" 
berson, ed. C. E:•-- Norton 1Boston, 1883 , I, 112. 
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_ "Sartor Resartus, '' c,~istian ExaJDiner, · XII (September 1636), 74-84. Of Frothingffam*s conception of the Clothes-
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· similitude to i1hat I mysel·f rneant to be, tl1an in any or all 
the otl1er criticisms I ... have yet seen vtritte1, of~ men ( in a 
letter to Emerson Efune l, 18317, CorresEondence, I-, 125). 
P'rothinghGlm \~wrro·te tI1ree. reviews for the NA. They appeared 
in 1823, 1841, and 18470 
9n~oleridgets Poems," NAR, XXXIX (October 1834), 437-458. 
lOnco~eridge," NAR, XL {April 1835),-299-351. 
11DAB, XIV, 170. 
l-2NAR 
_, I.XV ( October 1837·1 ~ 4.18-460~--
~ -· •-. - -
--------- --- -·------ - - - -- -· 
.. ~ ··--------.- .-;._~ --- -· ··-··--·---
13she claimed that the Revie\~1 ''has sunk at home and 
abroad, less from tm.nt of talent t l1an of principle" and that 
"if it has any principle ,;1hatever at present, it is to praise 
every boolc it mentions, a.nd to fall in as dexterously as 
~ossible iiit).1 popular prejudices .. n (Society in fl .. merica 
l"tondon, 183.zl, II, JOB; quoted in Mott's History, I1, 239). 
lliEd\·ra.rd Everett Hale, James Russell Loiiell and His 
Friend~ (Boston, 1899), p. 61. Palfrey read Carlyle's 
Hist2ry on a trip to Louisiana to free forty slaves he had 
recently ix1heritedo Hale reports that nbefore l1e [Palfrey/ 
came ~co Cincinnati, he had forgotten the eccentricities and 
was as eager as the youngest of us to praise the historian" (p. 61) 0 
15Hale, p. 61. (Boston, 1898). 
16"History of Concord," NAR, XLII (April 1836), 448-467. 
l 7Quoted by Leon Howard in Victorian Knight-Errant 
(Berkeley, 1952)s Po 640 
250. 
18ncolerid.ge~s Letters," NAR, XLIII (July 1836), 263-264. 
19"Hayward 's Translation of Faust," NAR, LI ( July 1840), 
20"Fay' s c·ountess Ida t" NAR, LI ( October 1840) , 434. 
2lnEmerson's Essays," Christian Examiner, XXX (fiiay 1841), 
25)-2620 The Christian Examiner is indexed in 1~illiam Fa 
Poole's IndeJc to Periodical Lite1~ature, 1802-1881 ~ 2 vols. 
2
~"Hawthorne 's Twice Told Tales," NAR, XLV ( July 1837) , 
59 .. 73. 
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· The review was actually Hawthorne's idea. He wrote ,. to Longfellow in March 1837: ''The agent of the American . ---.-,,·---------.--- .. 
--· ·---·St·ationers' Company- i~:ill sen(} you a copy ofb a book entitled 
~Twice Told Tales, of 'tr>Jhic·h ~ as a classmate, I ,re11tu1.-;.e to request your acceotance on ( quoted in 1,ife of. I1enry, ~c1,ds-wortq I:ongfelloiv- 9 edo, Samuel Longfellov1, LBoston 11 18$§7, I, 250c- tlfter 1"\1eading the :r·evie1,,)~, 1-Iati\rthorne again 't·Jrote to Longfello1-"1: 0 l\Thether or°J, no tl1e public i~,.ri]_l agree to the praise .i,,1hicl1 you bestoi,r t1pon rne ~ tI,ere are at least f'i ve persons tJho "thi 11lc you ~che most sagacious c1~it:Lc on earth; vizo, my1no·ther and ·t,~10 sisters, my old maiden aunt, and finally,-~the sturdiest~ believer of the ;whole five,--my own self (Life, I 9 25 5 ) o - · 
(, 
.. 
· 
24From the journal· entry for December 26, IS46 (Lffi~ · · ~ ·· II, 69), t~1l1ich ,/\ms but a day after pu·blication of the volume. Longfellot~, received his copy· from Emers·on~ 
25tife, II, 20. 
26Life, II, 19. 
27(Anonymous) "Hawthorne's Grandfather's Chair!" NAR, LII (January 1841), 260-261. This article and the 1B42 revieiv of the Second Edition of T~1ice Told Tales remain anonymous because Palfrey si in 1Ef78, \\fa.S "too inform" to give Cushing any information (reported by Cushing, p. iii). 
28 (.Anonymous) 11 Hawthorne's Twice Told Tales," NAR, LIV (April 1$42), 496-499. 
29nr.Jo,~ell's Poems," NAR, LII (April 1841), 452-466. 
30Hale, PPe 61-62. 
3111c1arence," NAR, XXXII ( January 1831), 73-95. 
32"l\.fodern French Poetry," NAR, XLIV '(April 1837), 363. 
33"Romantic Poetry in Italy," NAR, XLVII (July 1838), 206-236. 
34,,1."orks of George Sand,'' NAR, LIII ( July 1841), 103-139. 
351n a review of Chateaubriand 's gketch.es of English Literature (NAR, XI,IX ffictober 18327, 317~34,.8), the historian,, William Hickling Prescott, refers to Carlyle's French Reva lution as a H}:1arlequin compou11d" in i,1l1icl1 nt-he autl1or flounders on, an1id a sort of 'crude consis"'cence, v half prose, half poetry, like l\'Iil ton's devil work,ing his way through chaos" ( p. 342}. 
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... 36Bowen's opposition to the PQPUlar llungarian patrio1i- · 
was put forth in a Review article ( "Th'e--W&r of Races ill---
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37DAB~ II, 504 •. 
J811paul de Kock's Hovels," KAR, LVI (April 1843), 285. 
39nNine New Poets," NAR p LXIV (April 1847), 402-434.. 
40The fullest account of Whipple's critical method and 
-~put_~tion is Denham Suteliffe'a article, nour Young · 
American f::1acaulsy O vt li~etr,1 }5-~glauq Quarterly, J{!I (f;JI~~ch 1946), 3~18. 
4lnTalfourd's iiiscellaneous Vlr1ting,n rcrAR, LVII (Octqber _ 
1843), 333~3520 Whipple's literary essays for American magazines 
in· the 1S40's were published in two volumes in 1850 under the 
title E~.§>an and Revie't1s. 
42."Griert1old vs Poets and Poetry of Allerica," IAR,'"':LVIII 
(January 1844), 1-39. 
43n\?fordsworth's Poetical Works," HAR, LIX (October 1844), 
352-3840 
44"English Poets of the Nineteenth Century," reprinted 
in Essays and Reviews, I, )00. 
45nwordsworth' s Poetical Works," IAR, ·LIi (October 1844), 
358. . 
46ncharacteristics of Lord Byron," NAR, LX (January 
lg45), B6e -
47°Thomaa Carlyle as a Politician," Esears and.Reviawe, 
II, 389. 
48nNathaniel Hawthorne, n Atlantic Monthly, v· (May 1860), 
616. Ha~horne approved of ~1hipple's articleo He called it J 
"really }ceen and profoundn and declared~ "I agree with .alDllls,-:, 
all Whipple says on ( quoted by Sutcliff®, }:>c 15) o 
49nct1aracteristics of Lord Byron,'' NAR, LX (January 
1845}9 860 
50nr~ir0' Whipple may now fairly be called the most popular 
essayist~ in this country," declared Bowen in his laudatorr review 
of Whipple's Lectures on Literature and Life (NAR, LXX [,January 
185.Qf, 153}. · - . · '.J 
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· Sl"Emerson'e Representative Men, n NAR, LXI (April ut50), 
520~524. - · 
--------------- ' 1----------_--___ ---~------ -52~io;;ii;~Poems," NAR;' tv:C:ii (Aprii 18l,.4f, 283.::.299~ ·-----~---····· 
• 
, ____ ·_ 53"The Writings of Miss Bremer,'t ·NAR, LVIII (J\pril bl844J, , 4S0-508 Q - ~ ~ -------------- -----
' _ 54Thomas ~P/entworth Higginson, Old Cambridge (Rew York, 
1S99 ) , po 5 3 • - -
. ' 
----·..-- ---- - _..,, ..,.:.., 
__ j 
.. _ 
.. 55nriat1.onality in Literature," HAR, LXIX (July 1849), 
--.196..215 • .t ~ _ 
.A .. 
. 
'I' 
S6"T.he New Timon, " NAR, LXIV · ( April 184 7) , 460-483. 
--------- · -·--·--------. 57nHawth6rne's Scarlet Letter," HAR, LXXI. (July 1850J, 
13S-1~8o . 
,----. ---- - -- .---- -
5gHu~ w. Hetherington, "Early Reviews of Mobx-D1ck,~ 
~ ,in MobI-Di~k ~en~enn~a! ~~s~ys, ed. Tyrus Hillway and _ 
... ,-• 
· Luther So l~nsfield (Dallas, 1953), P~ 1130 
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I 
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i 
59ThQ only mention of Thoreau in the North American 
= ·r during Boifirenis editorship is Feltontls observat on, in a reYiew 
or H.!_rbert ''s Jran§.!,ati.o~n~ fro@ !~~h!_lM (!!11:Jis LXIX ffietober 
1642.7, l~07-=42lf 11 that 'rhoreau r; viho had ·translatecl Pro111t!theus 
Fet"~er@d for· the Dial 9 is "a scholar of talent, but of~ sucl, 
pertinacious oddity in literary matters that his -writings will 
ne~er probably do him any justice" (p. 414). ~ 
6
°Francis G. Peabody, Rellliniscencea ,2l Present-DaI Sainte 
(Boston, 1927),. p. 29. _ 
61Francie G. Peabody, p. 37. 
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and in 1950 he graduated from Patton High School. In 
., .1955, after serving two year~ in the army, he enrolled 
f:/ 
in Saint Francis College at Loretto, Pennsylvania, from 
which institution he received a bachelor of arts degree, 
with a major in English, in 19590 In September 1959 he 
became a graduate assistant in English at Lehigh University, 
and as such he taught freshman composition and took 
graduate courses in English until May 1961. In September 
1961 he became an instructor in English at the State 
University of Nei~i1 York at Brockport, and he has,111aintained 
that rank and position to the present (May 1965). 
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